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A.

Executive summary

This Environmental Scan was completed in December 2016. The purpose of this document is to provide a facts based overview of the legal, social, economic,
physical and technical environment in which Council operates. While the information presented in this document is intended to inform decision-making, this
document does not include any detailed analysis or make recommendations.
The key findings which are highlighted within this Environmental Scan are:
Social


The District had a population of 20,500 as at 30 June 2013;



The District’s population grew by 10.5% between 2006 and 2013;



Auckland’s population growth is far exceeding that of the rest of the country. This, together with growing economic and social disparity, has the potential to
create two New Zealands; Auckland and the rest. Currently, 34 out of every 100 people in New Zealand live in Auckland, however this will increase to 37 in 2028
and 40 in 2043.



Auckland’s growth is overflowing into eastern parts of Kaipara and northern parts of the Waikato. Hence most of Kaipara’s population growth has and is
expected to continue to occur in the east of the district around Mangawhai, Kaiwaka, Maungaturoto and Paparoa. By contrast, the population in the remainder of
the district is projected to remain stable or even decline in places;



Mangawhai’s usually resident population is anticipated to increase from 2,600 in 2013 to 3,530 in 2028 and 3,860 by 2043. Comparing occupied dwelling growth
to unoccupied growth suggests that the proportion of permanent residents in Mangawhai is increasing. This may change demands on Council’s infrastructure;



Dargaville’s population is anticipated to remain stable or decline into the future, from 4,610 in 2013 to 4,270 by 2033;



Kaipara has an aging population, the result of the large babyboomer cohort reaching retirement age and the social trend towards couples having fewer children.
This trend is being exacerbated by the tendency of young adults to leave the district, coupled with the attractiveness of the district as a retirement destination.
This sees population growth of the post-reproductive age group. These two factors result in a reduction in the child bearing age population as young families
establish outside the district;



The above observations on population aging are not true of the district’s Maori population which is comparatively youthful. Since 2006 the district’s Maori
population increased 7.6%. Kaipara’s Maori population is increasing both in real terms and in terms of the proportion of the district’s population which it
comprises (currently 23.1%). Maori participation in Council, the community and the district’s future will therefore become increasingly important over time.
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While non-Maori in Northland had the same mortality rates as nationally, life expectancy for Northland Maori was considerably lower at just 70 years for females
and 64 years for males. Northland Maori exhibit a higher rate of mortality than for Maori nationally.



The incidence of poverty-related diseases in Northland are amongst the highest in New Zealand e.g. meningococcal disease, rheumatic fever, pneumonia, lung
infection, ear infection, dental diseases and skin infections;



New Zealand’s child well-being is one of the lowest in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and Northland is even worse than
New Zealand as a whole. Infant mortality in Northland is 8.1 per 1,000 births, compared to 5.4 per 1,000 births for the rest of New Zealand. Northland also had
the highest injury-related child death rate per head of the population in the country;



The proportion of students who are achieving at or above National Standards across the three core curriculum areas of reading, writing and mathematics is lower
in Northland than in any other region;



Kaipara performed worse in education than Northland overall. Just 68.7% of people aged 15 years and over in the Kaipara district have a formal qualification,
compared with 72.6% of people in Northland and 79.1% of people in New Zealand. Furthermore, just 58.1% of Kaipara’s Maori aged 15 years and over have a
formal qualification, compared with 61.15% for Maori in Northland and 66.7% for Maori in New Zealand.



A total of 15,657 criminal offences were recorded in Northland for the 2013/2014 year, representing a 2.3% increase on the 2012/2013 year. Northland’s overall
crime rate for the 2013/2014 year was 1,001.2 recorded offences per 10,000 people making Northland the second worst region for criminal activity behind the
Eastern Police District. The Whangarei Police Area, which is roughly comprised of the Kaipara and Whangarei districts, had a 2013/2014 crime rate of 959.1
offences per 10,000 people;



Most of Kaipara scores between 8 and 9 on the Deprivation Index (a score of 10 means that the area is in the most deprived 10% of areas in New Zealand).
Deprivation appears worse in urban areas than in rural. The Far North district was considerably more deprived than Whangarei with Kaipara featuring between
these two extremes;



Just 66% of households in Kaipara district have access to the internet, compared with 76.8% of households nationally. Similarly, only 79.6% of households were
seen to have access to a mobile phone, compared with 83.7% nationally;

Economic


Kaipara’s economy is founded on its primary industries, particularly dairy and forestry, supported by a strong manufacturing sector. In 2015, the primary sector
(agriculture, forestry and fishing) accounted for 31.7% of Kaipara’s GDP while manufacturing contributed a further 11.8%. Kaipara’s economy has been seen to
be strongly export orientated;
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GDP in Kaipara rose by a healthy 4.2% over the 12 months to September 2016. Growth was higher than for New Zealand overall (3.2%) which is impressive
considering Kaipara’s high exposure to the dairy industry which suffered from low milk prices over this period;



The key constraints to economic development in Northland are:
o

insufficient transport networks, particularly the need to improve key freight roads and rail infrastructure;

o

insufficient communications networks, particularly the need to improve broadband coverage and eliminate ‘black spots’ in the mobile phone network;

o

a lack of skilled labour within the region; and

o

of particular concern to the dairy and horticultural industries, however also relevant to some manufacturing and processing operations, the need for better
water management to mitigate the risk of floods and droughts.



The annual average unemployment rate in Kaipara was 6.3% in September 2016. The unemployment rate in Kaipara was higher than in New Zealand (5%) but
lower than Northland (8.2%), Whangarei (7.7%) and the Far North (9.6%);



The median household income in Kaipara was $42,400 in 2013. This was lower than in Whangarei ($52,000), Northland ($46,900) and New Zealand ($63,800)
however slightly higher than in the Far North ($42,200). Median household incomes in Northland were the lowest of all New Zealand regions. There is also
considerable disparity between Kaipara’s communities with households in some such as Te Kopuru ($30,200) and Ruawai ($30,800) earning substantially less
than others such as Maungaru ($55,900), Kaipara Coastal ($47,600) and Maungaturoto ($45,000);



The average house price in Kaipara increased by 20% in the year to September 2016. This growth outperformed relative to New Zealand and Auckland, where
house prices increased by 11% and 13% respectively. House sales in Kaipara climbed 73% over the 12 months to September 2016. Despite this Kaipara’s
average house price remained comparatively affordable at $419,560 in the year to September 2016. This compares with $590,726 in New Zealand, $393,252 in
Northland and $973,269 in Auckland;



By comparing income to accommodation costs we see that home owning is relatively affordable in Kaipara with an affordability score of 6.92 compared to
New Zealand 8.9 and Auckland 12.81 (where a higher score reflects housing costs being a greater multiple of household income). Renting in Kaipara (scoring
0.277) and Northland (0.285) is more affordable than in New Zealand overall (0.322) and Auckland (0.38).

Customer expectations


Living up to customer expectations can be a challenge for Kaipara District Council as it has a small, relatively poor rating based coupled with a large district and
extensive roading network;
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The June 2016 Residents Survey reveals that Kaipara District Council has a poor overall reputation with an overall benchmark score of 36 where results below
60 are considered ‘poor’. This compares to a score of just 29 out of 100 for local government nationally indicating that Kaipara is not alone in this respect;



Approximately 72% of ratepayers in the Kaipara district (excluding Mangawhai) reside within the district and 28% outside the district. For Mangawhai, 41% reside
within the district and 50% in Auckland;



An analysis of unoccupied versus occupied dwellings shows that Mangawhai’s population may increase by 112% (more than double) during holiday periods;

Physical


Kaipara District Council manages a large roading network (1,574 kms) (note: this network excludes state highways) of which 72% or 1,126 kms are unsealed and
448 kms are sealed. Also part of Council’s roading infrastructure are 353 bridges, 1,136 streetlights, 88 kms of footpaths and more than 6,600 road traffic signs;



Roading maintenance requirements are likely to increase as Northland forestry volumes are predicted to increase and truck movements to Northport continue to
grow as the port increases its freight handling;



Kaipara’s road crash rate is one of the highest of all territorial authorities. In 2015, Kaipara had a road casualty rate of 45.9 casualties per 10,000 people. This
compares to a rate of 45.6 in the Far North, 36.6 in Whangarei and the national rate of 29.7;



Northland is benefiting from a number of State Highway upgrades. The Puhoi to Warkworth motorway extension project is progressing, as are other upgrades to
State Highway 1 between Whangarei and Auckland. The Mangakahia/Otaika inland freight route is being upgraded by NZTA to become State Highway 15;



By contrast, Northland’s rail network is continuing to be underutilised. Rail services to Dargaville were cut in October 2014 and those to the Far North in
September 2016, though in both cases the rails have been left intact to allow for future use. Services between Auckland, Whangarei and Kauri are continuing at
present however Northland’s rail network is unlikely to greatly increase its contribution to freight handling unless a rail link is provided to Northport. Northland
risks losing further rail services if land transport funding priorities do not shift to include rail as well as road;



Aside from Mangawhai, much of Council’s water and wastewater network is aged or aging and will require substantial renewal works over the next 30 years;



There is the risk that drinking water standards will be raised in future. Any raising of drinking water standards may be unaffordable for Kaipara to implement;



The tendency of Dargaville and Baylys’ main water source at Waiparataniwha Stream to dry up in droughts, makes it hard to provide security of supply to these
communities and industries located there (including Silverfern Farms’ Dargaville meatworks which is a major local employer);



Kaipara is regularly affected by droughts and flooding. These events endanger the provision of Council services such as drinking water (threatened during
droughts) and roads (which can be damaged by heavy rainfall events or closed by floods) and threatens the profitability of Northland’s primary industries;



Climate change is expected to increase the extremes of wet and dry in Northland’s climate. Flooding could become up to four times as frequent by 2090;
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The Ministry for the Environment (MFE) is recommending planning for future sea-level rise of at least 0.5 metres, along with consideration of the consequences of
a mean sea-level rise of at least 0.8 metres (relative to the 1980/1999 average) by the 2090s. This has implications for Council’s stopbanks and flood protection
works;

Legal


On 15 August 2016 Auckland Council adopted its Unitary Plan. The Auckland Plan is more permissive of Auckland building up instead of out with the potential
for higher buildings. In this way it allows for a more intensified, more “city”-like design. Despite this provision for more housing within Auckland, Auckland’s
growth is expected to continue spilling over into surrounding districts; including parts of Kaipara.
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C.

Overview of Environmental Scan

1

Introduction

Environmental scanning is the process of continually updating or acquiring information on events occurring outside the organisation to identify and interpret potential
trends. An Environmental Scan looks at what changes are likely to affect the future internal and external operating environment for Kaipara District Council (Council).
The Environmental Scan can occur by evaluating and highlighting medium and long term trends and anticipating what might transpire, this foresight can then be used in
strategic planning.
This sixth edition of the Environmental Scan is to be followed by later editions annually, which will ensure up-to-date information on key indicators is always available.
2

Environmental Scan process

Council experiences changes in a large number of areas. Environmental trends typically arise from the sources listed below. Providing an explanation for the trend and
assessing its implications is also an important part of environment scanning:


Social;



Economic;



Customer Expectations;



Physical; and



Legal.
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D.

The Kaipara district

Kaipara District Council is one of the few councils that stretches from the west coast to the east coast; from Ripiro Beach on the west to Mangawhai Heads on the east.
Much of the district is located in the low hills around the northern shores of the Kaipara Harbour; a large natural harbour which opens to the Tasman Sea and includes an
extensive network of inland waterways.
The roughly triangular district stretches from a thinning of the North Auckland Peninsula south of Kaiwaka in the southeast, to the Waipoua Forest in the northwest, from
there extending down the west coast to the Kaipara Harbour entrance at Pouto. The district is bisected by the Northern Wairoa River and its tributaries, which flow into the
northern end of the Kaipara Harbour. A map of the district is shown in Figure 2.1.
The District includes the towns of Te Kopuru, Dargaville, Ruawai, Matakohe, Paparoa, Maungaturoto, Kaiwaka and Mangawhai, as well as the rural area which surrounds
them.
The population is largely rural, living in small settlements scattered amongst the rolling hills or nestled on the shores of the harbour.
The nearest city is Whangarei, which by road is 57.5 kms northeast of Dargaville, 54.8 kms north of Paparoa, 61.1 kms north of Maungaturoto and 72.2 kms northwest of
Mangawhai. Auckland (as measured to the Sky Tower) is 100 kms south of Mangawhai, 112 kms south of Maungaturoto and 97 kms south of Kaiwaka.
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Figure 2.1: The Kaipara District.
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3

Social

3.1

Population

3.1.1 Population change nationally and regionally
The 21st century is creating novel challenges for New Zealand’s communities. One of the most significant challenges is the result of demographic change such as
population ageing, sub-replacement fertility, out-migration from some cities and regions and immigration and enhanced diversity (‘superdiversity’) for others. The trends
suggest there will be very different demographic futures for different communities. For some, the challenge will be to manage growth to ensure that social and economic
values are preserved.

For others, it will be to understand and then manage population and economic stagnation or even decline (source: Local Government

New Zealand).
New Zealand's estimated resident population was 4.7 million at 30 June 2016 (source: Statistics New Zealand).

New Zealand’s annual net migration climbed to

69,090 persons in the year to June 2016, with permanent departure numbers dropping another 2.4% compared with May 2016 (seasonally adjusted). However with the
gross inflow of permanent migrants having eased a little from the very high levels recorded in the second half of 2015, New Zealand might still be at a turning point for net
migration. Nevertheless, any reductions to net migration are expected to be small over the near term, given that labour market conditions in New Zealand still remain
relatively attractive compared to other countries.
Figure 3.1 below shows how population growth rates in Northland and New Zealand have fluctuated between 2006 and 2015.
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Figure 3.1: Northland and New Zealand population growth rates 2006/2015 (source: Infometrics)

Over the past decade New Zealand’s population has grown by around 1% per year from just under 4.1 million people in 2004, to slightly more than 4.5 million in mid-2014
and now exceeding 4.7 million by August 2016 (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
Northland’s population was estimated at 168,300 persons as at 2015, an annual increase of 1.4% from the previous year. When all parts of Northland (those which are
growing and those which are declining) are considered together, the medium projections suggest the region is expected to achieve only moderate population growth
between 2013 and 2028 (around 8.7%) relative to New Zealand as a whole (around 16%) (source: Statistics New Zealand).
Statistics New Zealand predicts that of New Zealand's 67 territorial authority areas, 51 are projected to have more people in 2028 than in 2013. However, only 30 are
projected to have more people in 2043 than in 2028. This represents the slowing of population growth in many regions and the beginning of population decline in some.
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The low, medium, and high growth projections all indicate:


The population growth rate will slow in all regions, cities, districts and Auckland local board areas between 2013 and 2043;



All areas will be home to more people aged 65+ in 2043;



Deaths will increase relative to births in all areas, as the population ages.

The medium projection indicates:


All regions will have more people in 2043 than in 2013, although 26 territorial authority areas will have less;



Deaths will outnumber births in two-thirds of territorial authority areas by 2043;



51 territorial authority areas will have fewer children in 2043 than in 2013;



Three-fifths (~60%) of New Zealand's population growth between 2013 and 2043 will be in Auckland.

Figure 3.2 below shows projected population change for New Zealand’s regions from 2013 to 2043 under Statistics New Zealand’s medium series projections. This figure
also shows how the distribution of New Zealand’s population is changing.

Figure 3.2: Projected population change from 2013 to 2043 (source: Statistics New Zealand)
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From this we see that New Zealand’s population is unevenly distributed, with more than 76% of New Zealanders living in the North Island and nearly half of them living in
three regions; Auckland, Waikato and Bay of Plenty. In fact, at the time of the 2013 Census around 43% of New Zealanders lived within the triangle of Auckland, Hamilton
and Tauranga (the so called ‘Golden Triangle’) and this geographic area accounted for nearly two-thirds (64%) of New Zealand’s overall population growth between 2001
and 2013 (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
As the above graph shows, the growth paths of New Zealand’s regions and even New Zealand’s cities appear quite different from each other. Rural areas and smaller
provincial cities are scarcely growing while middle tier cities are growing only modestly. Auckland, on the other hand, has and is projected to continue growing strongly
(source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
Statistics New Zealand predicts that Auckland will continue to be New Zealand's fastest growing region, and account for three-fifths of the country's population growth
between 2013 and 2043. From an estimated population of 1.5 million in 2014, Auckland is projected to reach 2 million in the early 2030s. That means out of every
100 people in New Zealand, 34 currently live in Auckland, however this will increase to 37 in 2028 and 40 in 2043 (source: Statistics New Zealand).
Natural increase (births minus deaths) is projected to account for three-fifths of Auckland's growth and net migration the remaining two-fifths. Interestingly the number of
people moving into the city from other New Zealand regions is less than the number of Aucklanders moving away. Auckland’s net migration gains are therefore due to
positive international rather than internal migration.
Auckland also has a higher proportion of people in the main childbearing ages (15 to 44 years) than other regions. As a result, Auckland has a higher birth rate and lower
death rate than most other regions. This trend is anticipated to strengthen as it is understood the internal migrants leaving Auckland are mostly in the post childbearing
(near retirement) age groups, while migrants to Auckland (both internal and international) tend to be younger.
By comparison many other regions, particularly in the North Island, are characterised by aging populations.
The above trends of older people leaving Auckland coupled with younger people leaving the regions for Auckland will likely result in Auckland remaining relatively youthful
while the regions become demographically older. Councils (such as Kaipara) in regions which attract retirees and experience a net loss of youth will need to prepare for
this change in population age structure or take steps to counter these trends e.g. by implementing measures to create jobs and retain youth.
Based on current trends it is apparent that New Zealand is on a divergent growth path and that this path risks the creation of two New Zealands; Auckland and the rest. In
general, Aucklanders will be younger, wealthier, better skilled and more ethnically diverse than the rest of New Zealand. Within such differences are the seeds for a
growing divide in values and expectations. Even now there is building pressure on local government across New Zealand to continue to afford to maintain infrastructure
and to sustain local institutions. Local government is becoming increasingly indebted and is proving less and less able to maintain infrastructure. It appears likely that
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these problems will be exacerbated in towns and small cities which have rapidly aging populations living on Government transfers such as New Zealand Superannuation
(source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015). The issue of aging infrastructure coupled with a declining population/ratepayer base
resulting in an inability to fund renewal of said infrastructure, is therefore a problem shared by many rural New Zealand communities.
Kaipara is among the districts vulnerable to these trends. Kaipara will need to find ways of addressing these issues, including possibly collaborating with other councils to
advocate for national policy solutions.
Figure 3.3 below depicts how population trends are changing across New Zealand.

Figure 3.3: Annual average population growth rate for territorial authorities (source: Schiff Consulting)

Local government will need to consider both how to plan infrastructure for growth and potential decline. Areas facing population expansion (e.g. Mangawhai) will be
challenged with expanding infrastructure, housing and services to support denser populations in sustainable ways consistent with other community objectives. Areas
facing population contraction (potentially Te Kopuru and other western parts of the district) will face different challenges. These communities will need to decide whether,
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when and how to invest in renewing large-scale, long-lived public infrastructure to meet the needs of an uncertain future population.

Funding these investments

sustainably is difficult, given that existing rate-based funding models are based on population. One option to address this would be to identify opportunities to re-invigorate
these communities; for example, by maximising attractive lifestyle options enabled by mobile connectivity (particularly for ‘satellite towns’ serving major cities). Employing
planning frameworks to achieve long term strategies will also be critical, ensuring efforts to bolster population in the short term do not undermine the affordability of
infrastructure provision and sustainability of urban form in the longer term (source: Local Government New Zealand).
Population ageing and sub-replacement fertility are trends which also affect many of New Zealand’s communities. New Zealand’s natural increase is projected to decrease
from 164,000 during 2009/2013 to 80,000 during 2039/2043 (medium projection). At the regional level, Auckland and Canterbury are the only regions that will have more
births in 2039/2043 than in 2009/2013. Fewer births will be the main reason for the decreasing number of children, caused by an assumed continuation of the trend
towards smaller families and, in nearly all regions, fewer women in the childbearing age group.
At present, a variation of around 40% can be seen in fertility rates between the least fertile region (in terms of producing children) which is Otago, with an estimated
10 year average total fertility rate of 59 (births per 1,000 women aged 15 to 39 years), and the most fertile regions of Northland and Gisborne with rates of 96 and 97 (births
per 1,000 women aged 15 to 39 years) respectively. Fertility rates in cities appear to be lower, with Auckland having a rate close to the national average and Wellington
and Canterbury having rates around 10% lower (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
The demographic dominance of the aging babyboomer generation and their entry into retirement are well-known. Nationally the median age (half the population is younger
and half older than this age) is projected to increase from 37 years in 2013 to 43 years in 2043. At the subnational level in 2013, the median age ranged from 32 years in
Hamilton City to 51 years in Thames-Coromandel district.

By 2043, the median age is projected to range from 37 years in Palmerston North City to 60 years in

Thames-Coromandel district. A median age of 50 years or older is projected for 15 territorial authority areas in 2043, including Kaipara.
The aging of New Zealand is therefore not uniform geographically. Auckland is younger and aging much slower than the rest of New Zealand, while provincial regions in
both the North and South Islands are already much older and are aging more quickly than the national average. This process is as expected on account of migration; the
loss of young people from smaller communities, towns and cities to Auckland and beyond, matched by the migration of older people from the larger cities to warmer
regions where housing is less expensive (such as Kaipara). Such trends, of course, have been occurring for decades however what makes them more compelling now are
the numbers. The number of young people in the regions are dwindling making their loss more damaging to local communities. The numbers of older people moving to
the regions are expanding thus making a larger impact on the communities they are shifting to. Recent population projections by Statistics New Zealand suggest that by
2040 almost one-half of the population of some districts will be aged over 65 years. Such a dominance is unprecedented in New Zealand’s history and points to some
significant changes in how local communities will need to work and plan (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015). This will include the
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kinds of services and infrastructure local authorities provide and the way they undertake consultation. Local government will need to consider how it can support the
changing population to enable those aged over 65 to contribute to their communities and ensure decisions made and the share of burdens are fair on future generations
(source: Local Government New Zealand).
In the longer term, it is projected New Zealand will follow the rest of the western world in facing a declining population unless this can be offset by immigration. Statistics
New Zealand’s projections incorporate two population trends: the shorter term dynamic of the babyboomer bulge, and the longer term projection for New Zealand’s
population to peak and then decline, following the experience of many developed countries internationally:


The shorter term dynamic of the babyboomer bulge. By 2050, the ‘dependency’ ratio of those aged 65+ to those aged between 15 and 64 is likely to almost double
from 22 per 100 people (currently) to approximately 40 per 100 people. At the same time, life expectancy is increasing. The consequence of this trend will be
expanding the range of ways in which the elderly can contribute to our communities. While this poses significant challenges, the babyboomer bulge will, by its nature,
eventually dissipate as this generation reaches the end of its life span.



Following the experience of many developed countries internationally, New Zealand’s population is projected to peak and then decline over the longer term. This
decline is expected to be caused by births being below that necessary to maintain population levels and net migration not making up for the difference. Although this is
influenced by factors including national immigration policy, Statistics New Zealand suggests there is a 1 in 3 chance that this will be happening by 2068. The extent of
the trend and the level at which population will settle is unclear.

Based on the available evidence, the babyboomer bulge will move through the population, eventually dissipating and leaving in its wake a declining population. By 2023,
five districts are expected to have more deaths than births: Thames-Coromandel, Hauraki, Horowhenua, Kapiti Coast, and Timaru. By 2033, they will be joined by another
12 areas: Kaipara, Wanganui, Masterton, Carterton, Tasman, Marlborough, Kaikoura, Waimate, Waitaki, Central Otago and Gore Districts and Nelson City. Deaths will
therefore outnumber births in one-quarter of territorial authority areas by 2033 (medium projection). By 2043, 43 of the 67 territorial authorities could have natural
decrease. All these areas have an older-than-average age structure, with relatively high proportions of the population aged 65 years and over (Source: Statistics
New Zealand). In that case, the enduring question may be in investing in infrastructure and services that can cater to the changing age composition of our communities. It
is difficult, at this stage, to say exactly what the implications will be of the transition from population growth to decline, or at least to the ending of appreciable growth.
Having more elderly than children, for example, is a very new phenomenon (source: Local Government New Zealand).
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3.1.2 Ethnicity of New Zealand’s population
New Zealand’s ethnic composition is changing. This is expected to result through migration (particularly to Auckland) and through differing net birth rates by ethnicity. By
2038 the European population is expected to decrease by 12% while all other ethnicities are expected to increase (the Māori population by 25%, the Asian population by
71%, and the Pasifika population by 40%). The changes in national ethnic compositions are set out in table 3.1 below. It should be noted that these figures are at a highly
aggregated level and include many diverse ethnicities. In addition, people can identify as more than one ethnicity. However, they nonetheless suggest the face of
New Zealand will change.
Table 3.1: Projected national changes in ethnic composition (source: Statistics New Zealand).

Decision-makers will need to consider how best to embrace the changing face of New Zealand. Thought will need to be given to helping immigrants integrate into
New Zealand communities while empowering communities to express and celebrate their diverse cultural heritages and respect the particular cultural significance of Māori
as tangata whenua of New Zealand (source: Local Government New Zealand ).
Ethnic dimensions of inequality need to be addressed. Analysing social and economic outcomes by ethnicity highlights an even greater degree of inequality across
New Zealand communities. Poverty and incarceration rates for Māori and Pasifika people are significantly higher than national averages. Similar statistics are observed
across education pass rates and other key indicators of prosperity and social mobility. New Zealand faces an enduring question in how we address this ethnic dimension
to inequality (source: Local Government New Zealand).
Māori and Pasifika communities are over-represented in many measures of inequality. They are also set to grow as a percentage of New Zealand society. There is
therefore a need to ensure the systems put in place are effective in tackling this ethnic dimension to inequality.
Ethnic change of the nature predicted by Statistics New Zealand can pose challenges in promoting social cohesion while enabling ethnic groups to celebrate and express
their cultural heritage. Some have suggested that socio-economic inequalities tend to negatively impact ethnic relations; so, increasing ethnic diversity may increase the
challenges of inequality discussed above (source: Local Government New Zealand).
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3.1.3 Population change in the Kaipara
Population growth is an indicator of a district’s attractiveness as a place to live and work. A strong local economy with plentiful job opportunities will help a district retain its
population and attract new residents from other districts and abroad.
The Kaipara district had an estimated population of 20,500 people as at 30 June 2013. This represents an increase of 10.5% since 2006 (an average increase of 1.5% per
annum). Statistics New Zealand’s medium series projections for the district indicate growth will continue but will slow with the population eventually stabilising at 25,200 by
2038. (source: Statistics New Zealand).
These projections are more optimistic than previous estimates released by Statistics New Zealand. The latest data confirms population growth in Kaipara has accelerated,
with the number of residents increasing by 2.8% over the year to June 2016, compared to average growth of 1.2% per annum since 2000. People have been attracted to
Kaipara by relatively affordable housing, as well as improving job prospects in the district and in neighbouring Whangarei and Auckland to which they can commute
(source: Infometrics Quarterly Monitor September 2016). While it is still too early to be sure, it may be that Statistics New Zealand’s high series projections are more
appropriate for at least some areas of the district. That is to say, there are upside risks to Statistics New Zealand’s projections.
When considering population and demographic trends for the district it needs to be remembered that the Kaipara district spans a large area of rural Northland and includes
many individual towns and communities. Hence demographic and population trends vary greatly across the district. This gives the need to consider such trends at a
community-by-community level. While some communities are expected to grow, possibly with the influx of retirees, other areas may experience population decline. In
general it is anticipated that most growth will continue to occur in eastern areas of the district (those closest to Auckland), particularly Mangawhai and Kaiwaka. By
contrast, western areas may experience continuing population loss unless changes to underlying social or economic trends occur.
Table 3.2 shows Statistics New Zealand’s 2013 base high, medium and low population projections for the various communities in Kaipara. These different projection
series consider the effects of different rates of births, deaths and migration. At the time of release, Statistics New Zealand considered the medium series to be the most
reliable. It should be noted however that the projections shown below for Kaipara district as a whole are from a more recent release than those for the different townships
of the Kaipara. These more recent district level projections are more optimistic than those released previously. It is therefore suggested that the high series projections
given for Kaipara’s towns are likely to be more accurate. This reflects that the district, or at least parts of it, is growing at a faster rate than previously anticipated.
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Table 3.2: Population projections 20013/2043 (2013 Census base) (source: Statistics New Zealand)

High Projection
Year at 30 June

2013

2018

Area
Kaipara District

2023

2028

2033

2038

2043

Estimated Population
20,500

23,100

24,600

26,000

27,100

28,000

28,800

510

520

530

550

560

580

590

Kaipara Coastal

3,190

3,220

3,260

3,280

3,250

3,190

3,080

Maungaru

1,820

1,880

1,940

2,000

2,050

2,070

2,080

Dargaville

4,610

4,700

4,750

4,770

4,750

4,670

4,560

Maungaturoto

810

820

830

830

820

820

810

Ruawai

470

460

470

470

490

500

510

Kaiwaka

640

690

740

780

820

850

880

Rehia-Oneriri

5,840

6,440

6,830

7,180

7,490

7,730

7,950

Mangawhai

1,430

1,840

2,040

2,240

2,430

2,590

2,750

Mangawhai Heads

1170

1,410

1,560

1,700

1,820

1,920

2,020

Total Mangawhai

2,600

3,250

3,600

3,940

4,250

4,510

4,770

2038

2043

Te Kopuru

Medium Projection
Year at 30 June

2013

2018

Area
Kaipara District

2023

2028

2033

Estimated Population
20,500

22,600

23,600

24,400

24,900

25,200

25,200

510

510

500

500

500

490

490

Kaipara Coastal

3,190

3,170

3,140

3,090

3,000

2,860

2,680

Maungaru

1,820

1,850

1,870

1,880

1,880

1,860

1,810

Dargaville

4,610

4,600

4,530

4,430

4,270

4,060

3,800

810

800

790

770

740

720

690

Te Kopuru

Maungaturoto
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Ruawai

470

450

440

430

430

420

410

Kaiwaka

640

680

710

740

760

780

790

Rehia-Oneriri

5,840

6,320

6,570

6,780

6,920

6,990

7,000

Mangawhai

1,430

1,770

1,900

2,020

2,120

2,190

2,250

Mangawhai Heads

1,170

1,360

1,450

1,510

1,560

1,590

1,610

Total Mangawhai

2,600

3,130

3,350

3,530

3,680

3,780

3,860

2038

2043

Low Projection
Year at 30 June

2013

2018

Area
Kaipara District

2023

2028

2033

Estimated Population
20,500

22,200

22,600

22,800

22,700

22.300

21,700

510

490

480

460

440

420

390

Kaipara Coastal

3,190

3,110

3,020

2,910

2,760

2,560

2,310

Maungaru

1,820

1,810

1,790

1,770

1,720

1,660

1,570

Dargaville

4,610

4,500

4,320

4,100

3,830

3,510

3,140

Maungaturoto

810

790

750

710

670

630

580

Ruawai

470

440

410

390

370

350

320

Kaiwaka

640

670

690

700

710

720

720

Rehia-Oneriri

5,840

6,200

6,320

6,390

6,390

6,310

6,170

Mangawhai

1,430

1,710

1,770

1,820

1,840

1,830

1,800

Mangawhai Heads

1,170

1,310

1,330

1,340

1,330

1,290

1,250

Total Mangawhai

2,600

3,020

3,100

3,160

3,170

3,120

3,050

Te Kopuru

It needs to be remembered that these projections are not exact forecasts and will be particularly affected by social and economic trends that may affect people’s desire to
live in an area or their ability to find employment there.
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The population changes anticipated for Kaipara’s communities have implications for the way Council budgets for infrastructure and services. In those communities
experiencing growth Council will need to plan for sufficient new infrastructure to support development. By contrast, those communities with declining or stable populations
may find it difficult to fund renewals and maintenance of existing infrastructure. Council will need to consider how it will address these challenges.
Two main trends appear to be effecting populations in the Kaipara district. First is the “Auckland Effect” which results in population gain in eastern areas due to a spill-over
effect from Auckland’s growth and population decline in western areas as youth and businesses relocate to the big city as part of a trend towards centralisation. Secondly
“Population Aging” is attributing to short term population increase in many areas as retirees seek to find rest in the Kaipara, coupled with long term population decline as
fewer people of reproductive age and more elderly will ultimately result in fewer births and more deaths. This latter trend is likely the reason for the projected onset of
population decline beyond 2033 in some parts of Kaipara as this is when the district’s large elderly population will begin reaching the end of their natural lives.
The Auckland effect
As Auckland is becoming increasingly crowded and as land prices and traffic congestion continue to rise, both residents and industry are beginning to locate in
neighbouring regions. Given Auckland’s projected growth, it is anticipated this trend will strengthen.
This trend is evidenced by population growth in both Whangarei and communities in the southeast (Auckland most part) of Kaipara over the period 2006/2013. By
comparison, northern and western parts of the Kaipara (further from Auckland) have had more or less stable populations.
Furthermore, it can be seen that all of Northland’s population growth over the seven years 2006/2013 was due to natural increase, with a net migration outflow, however
more recent trends show net migration into both Northland and the Kaipara district has turned positive since 2013. In the year to September 2016, Kaipara experienced a
permanent and long term net migration gain of 115 persons. This compares with a gain of 68 persons in the year to September 2015, and a 10-year average decrease of 20 persons per annum. This changing trend is plotted in figure 3.4 below (source: Infometrics).
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Figure 3.4: Net migration (source: Infometrics)

This spill-over effect may also be evidenced by property prices with satellite towns on Auckland’s periphery experiencing rising property prices. Property values in the
Waikato Region increased 24% in the year until September 2016 (compared with an average of 13% in Auckland), while those in Kaipara district rose 20% over the same
period. This compared to national average growth of 11%.
However, it must be remembered that this Kaipara rate of 20% is a district average and includes both stable areas and growth areas. While no sub-district estimates of
house price changes are available, interviews with real estate agents suggest prices are rising strongly in Mangawhai and the east of the district and are remaining stable
or growing mildly in Dargaville and the west of the district. That said, people are clearly moving to Dargaville. There is currently strong demand for housing in Dargaville
and an undersupply of listings. It is understood that this undersupply is being felt both by home buyers and renters. One real estate agent considered that prices in
Dargaville and the west are going up and the market is looking better than it has in many years. There is demand for both urban and lifestyle properties in the Dargaville
area. Many of the people moving into Dargaville and western areas appear to be retirees who are selling out of Auckland. Furthermore, some people in the younger
working ages are choosing to move to Dargaville and commute to Whangarei for work. This suggests that the Dargaville areas is an attractive place to live and creating
more jobs locally would encourage more people to more there.
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Interviews with Mangawhai real estate agents reveal that Mangawhai is booming. While demand for holiday homes remains strong in Mangawhai, there are now more
people moving permanently to the area than ever before. These newcomers are a mix of people, including those working locally (particularly builders), retirees (both those
retiring from Auckland and from rural parts of the Kaipara) and a growing number of people who commute to Auckland’s North Shore for work e.g. Albany and Silverdale.
One Aucklander soon to relocate to Mangawhai stated that his current commute from Auckland, through traffic, to his work on the North Shore took about an hour while the
commute from Mangawhai would take an hour and a quarter. Another soon to be expat Aucklander stated that he intended to work three days a week in the office and two
from home.
Mangawhai Beach School has also noticed considerable changes over recent times. The school enrolled 187 new students over 2016 lifting their roll to 447. They are
anticipating enrolment growth to be similar in 2017. Figure 3.5 shows that the school’s roll has more than doubled since 2002.

Figure 3.5: Mangawhai Beach School roll 1996/2016. Note the sharp increase over 2016 (source: Ministry of Education and Mangawhai Beach School).

The school reports they have had to add three transportable classrooms to cope with the increase. The school has applied for a further three transportable classrooms to
cope with growing student numbers in 2017 and is employing extra teachers.
The above observations are testimony to a clear turn-around which has been documented in Auckland’s internal (within New Zealand) migration trends. Long-standing net
gains between Auckland and other regions of New Zealand from internal migration were reversed during the late 1990s. Between 1986 and 1991 Auckland gained
5,260 people more than it lost to the rest of New Zealand. Between 1991 and 1996 this gain persisted, at 5,170. However, between 1996 and 2001 the Auckland
population experienced a net loss of 2,350 people from internal migration.
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This turn-around was cemented over the next five years. According to the 2006 Census, 59,300 people moved into the Auckland region over 2001 to 2006, however
75,960 moved out, a net loss of 16,660.
At the same time that the residential appeal of Auckland to New Zealanders from elsewhere has declined, the drift north has become more generalised, encompassing
localities throughout Northland, Bay of Plenty and Waikato regions. The areas recording the strongest gains are firstly Rodney, Franklin and Papakura, confirming
decentralisation within Auckland Region; secondly Tauranga, Western Bay of Plenty and Thames-Coromandel indicating the appeal of coastal localities; and thirdly
Hamilton, Whangarei and Tauranga indicating the growing appeal of northern North Island secondary cities.
While the figures may be relatively small in terms of their consequences for Auckland, and are currently more than offset by gains from natural increase and international
migration, they are highly significant for their impact on generally “small scale” destination regions and localities (Source: Phil McDermott Consultants May 2007).
However, while the above has identified the trend for Auckland’s growth to spill over into those parts of the district which are close to Auckland, those parts of the district
which are further from Auckland may be experiencing population decline as a result of Auckland’s growth.
This is because large cities tend to attract business and working age residents away from smaller towns and rural areas. Thus, distant and more peripheral towns and
communities often remain stagnant or even fade away. This certainly appears to be the case across New Zealand with the increasing dominance of Auckland, and the
slow demise of most other regions, especially those in the North Island (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
This appears to be because businesses are increasingly attracted to larger centres, such as Auckland, because of better public infrastructure and deeper labour markets.
At the same time, residents are increasingly attracted to larger centres due to the better employment opportunities and to some extent social opportunities they offer. In
the case where businesses and employers relocate to larger centres, those residents who were working for these businesses may also be forced to move to larger centres
to find work. In addition, smaller communities tend to lose younger people continuously because of the attraction of the bright lights of the city and the promise of further
education, better employment opportunities and higher wages. This trend is attested to by job growth in the Auckland region over the decade 2004 to 2014 having made
up nearly 65% of all job growth nationally. This job growth was matched by similar rates of growth in both the working age population and the labour force (source: The
Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
Population aging
As with most rural areas of the North Island, the slowing of growth in many Kaipara communities is at least partly due to less births and increasing deaths resulting from
population aging (source: NIDEA 2014). Population aging across New Zealand and the developed world resulting in a gradual end to population growth and the beginning
of population decline is the result of the large babyboomer cohort reaching retirement age, together with the social trend towards couples having fewer children.
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Figure 3.6 below shows an age pyramid for the Kaipara district’s population and a second pyramid specifically for the district’s Maori population.

Figure 3.6: Population age pyramid Kaipara district (source: Statistics New Zealand)

These figures show that the district has disproportionally fewer people aged between 20 and 40 than it does children and people aged over 40. This is thought to be
influenced by youth leaving the district in search of tertiary education, then gaining employment and settling outside the district. At the same time, the trend for people over
40 or nearing retirement to seek a better lifestyle in the country appears to be contributing to the abundance of people in the district aged over 40. Overall, the median age
for the district was 45.3 years.
The district’s Maori population is comparatively youthful with a median age of just 26. The trend towards bigger families among Maori contributes to the large proportion of
children in the Maori population and influences the proportion of children in the district’s population as a whole. That the district’s Maori population had fewer older and
elderly persons than the district as a whole may be related to Maori having lower life expectancy than non-Maori (refer to section 3.4 for more on life expectancy) (source:
Statistics New Zealand).
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Statistics New Zealand predicts that by 2043 34.8% of Kaipara’s population will be aged over 65. This will have implications for the district, socially, economically (consider
fewer people of working age and the difference in disposable income between people in employment and those on a pension) and in terms of long term population change.
In general it is considered that the district’s growing retired population will; oppose rate increases because of their fixed incomes (pensions), have more time to volunteer in
community projects and participate in Council business, want to live in towns rather than rural areas due to easier access to services such as libraries and healthcare. The
district’s retired population is also likely to be in favour of works to improve mobility for pedestrians and mobility scooters and is likely to support Council advocating for
better healthcare services in the district.
3.1.4 Ethnicity of Kaipara’s population
Table 3.3 below shows the ethnic make-up of Kaipara’s population in the different communities as at 2013. Four of the CAUs (Te Kopuru, Ruawai, Dargaville and
Kaiwaka) have a relatively large Maori population while the opposite is true for Mangawhai and Mangawhai Heads. Since 2006 the district’s Maori population increased
7.6% while Kaipara’s population as a whole increased by just 4.5%. That the district’s Maori population is growing at a faster rate than the population in general suggests
that the proportion of the district’s population who identify as being Maori will increase over time (source: Census 2013).
Table 3.3: Ethnic make-up of Kaipara district (source: Statistics New Zealand)
Census Area Unit
Te Kopuru
Kaipara Coastal
Maungaru
Dargaville
Maungaturoto
Ruawai
Kaiwaka
Rehia-Oneriri
Mangawhai
Mangawhai Heads
Total Mangawhai
Kaipara District

Europian
67.1%
77.0%
84.6%
68.5%
78.5%
75.2%
70.8%
83.2%
90.5%
90.1%
90.3%
84.2%

Maori
40.6%
22.9%
17.2%
29.8%
21.9%
33.8%
33.9%
17.3%
9.5%
9.7%
9.6%
23.1%

Pacific
3.2%
2.1%
1.1%
5.5%
2.8%
0.7%
2.6%
2.0%
1.6%
1.7%
1.6%
2.9%

Other
3.9%
4.2%
2.7%
4.3%
2.0%
2.8%
5.2%
3.4%
4.1%
3.0%
3.6%
3.7%

Total
465
2,955
1,695
4,251
753
435
576
5,418
1,329
1,086
2,415
18,963

That Kaipara’s Maori population is comparatively large and growing (both as a proportion of the population and in real terms) has implications for how Council may choose
to consult and engage with its communities. Consultation with iwi will be important for Council especially in communities such as Te Kopuru, Ruawai, Dargaville and
Kaiwaka. Council may also want to consider opportunities to better involve iwi in local government including giving consideration to Maori world views when making
decisions.
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3.2

Dwelling growth

Dwelling growth can be an indicator of where population changes are occurring. Unlike measuring the usually resident population, dwelling growth is also able to show
trends in the non-resident/holiday population as well.
The 2013 Census shows that the total number of dwellings in the Kaipara district has increased by 21.8% since 2006. The number of occupied dwellings has increased
16.4% and the number of unoccupied dwellings has increased 39.2%. As with population growth, dwelling growth was not spread equally across the district with total
dwellings in the Mangawhai area (including Mangawhai Heads and Mangawhai Village) growing 57% from 2006 to 2013 while Ruawai saw an increase of just 2.2%.
Table 3.4 below compares changes in the number of dwellings across the district.
Table 3.4: Dwelling in Kaipara district (source: Statistics New Zealand)

Area
504400 Te Kopuru
504501 Kaipara Coastal
504502 Maungaru
504600 Dargaville
504700 Maungaturoto
504800 Ruawai
504900 Kaiwaka
505010 Rehia-Oneriri
505021 Mangawhai
505022 Mangawhai Heads
Mangawhai Area (505021 + 505022)
Total Kaipara District

Occupied dwellings
% change
2006
2013
06-13
186
192
3.2%
1,133
1,224
7.4%
638
666
4.2%
1,747
1,818
3.9%
288
285
-1%
177
186
5.1%
186
213
12.7%
1,792
2,202
18.6%
302
582
48.1%
372
570
34.8%
674
1,152
71.0%
6,821
7,938
16.4%

Unoccupied dwellings
% change
2006
2013
06-13
24
27
12.5%
407
483
15.8%
69
72
4.3%
129
174
26.1%
22
39
44.4%
32
27 -18.2%
6
33
83.3%
542
786
31%
105
315
66.7%
772
975
20.8%
877
1,290
47.1%
2,106
2,931
39.2%

Total dwellings
% change
2006
2013
06-13
209
219
4.5%
1,540
1,707
10.8%
707
738
4.4%
1,876
1,992
6.2%
310
324
4.7%
208
213
2.2%
191
246
28.5%
2,335
2,988
28.0%
407
897 120.4%
1,144
1,545
35.1%
1,551
2,442
57.5%
8,927 10,869
21.8%

Interestingly, the percentage increase in occupied dwellings in the Mangawhai Area (71%) is larger than the percentage increase in unoccupied dwellings for this area
(47.1%), indicating that the percentage of permanent residences to holiday homes is increasing. This will have implications for Council’s services and infrastructure as a
permanent population has different, more constant demands than a holidaying population which fluctuates throughout the year.
The trends suggest Mangawhai is transitioning from a coastal holiday destination to a town and service centre in its own right.
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3.3

Deprivation

The New Zealand Deprivation Index (prepared by the Department of Public Health, University of Otago and released May 2014) is an updated version of the 2006 indexes
of socio-economic deprivation. The index uses data from the 2013 Census to map the level of deprivation across New Zealand. In undertaking this analysis, each Census
Meshblock is given a deprivation score based on a number of variables each designed to reflect ‘a lack of something’.
A value of 10 on the Deprivation Index indicates that the area is in the most deprived 10% of areas in New Zealand. The scale reflects a continuum from 'least deprivation'
to 'most deprivation', rather than from 'affluence' to 'deprivation'.
The index shows that, in Kaipara, deprivation appears worse in urban areas than in rural. The Deprivation Index also shows that deprivation is worse in the Far North than
in Whangarei with Kaipara featuring between these two extremes, as is shown by figure 3.7 below.
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Northland

New Zealand

Figure 3.7: Deprivation Index scale (image: New Zealand Herald)
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One indication of deprivation can be the percentage of a region’s population who are reliant on a benefit for all or part of their income. About 46% of Northland’s working
age population derive some of their income from benefits compared to 37% across New Zealand as a whole, while only around 47% of Northland’s working age population
derive some of their personal income from wages or salaries compared to 57% across New Zealand as a whole (source: Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study).
This has social and labour market implications.
Access to the internet is another indicator of deprivation. Data from the 2013 Census shows that just 66% of households in Kaipara district have access to the internet,
compared with 76.8% of households nationally. Similarly, only 79.6% of households were seen to have access to a mobile phone, compared with 83.7% nationally. These
trends are shown in figure 3.8 below (source: Statistics New Zealand).
Access to phones, fax machines and internet
Kaipara District and New Zealand
2013 Census

Figure 3.8: Access to internet and telephones (source: Statistics New Zealand)

This comparative lack of internet access among the district’s population reduces access to information and can make it harder to study, upskill and operate a business.
There may also be social implications due to the lack of access to social media which is increasingly becoming recognised as part of the fabric of modern society.
However, on the whole a lack of access to the internet is considered to be more an indicator of deprivation (families cannot afford it) rather than a driver, save where it
occurs due to lack of infrastructure e.g. lack of ultrafast broadband coverage.
The lessor extent to which Kaipara’s people have access to the internet has implications for Council as it endeavours to move towards more online services. Council must
be sure to provide alternatives to online services such as via telephone, post and service centres to remain accessible to those in the community who do not have internet.
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3.4

Health

Table 3.5 presents the number of new claims made to the Accident Compensation Commission (ACC) per 10,000 head of population between 2010 and 2014 (June
years). These figures reveal a level of disparity between the regions with some regions such as Canterbury and Otago being considerably safer places to live than regions
such as Gisborne and Northland (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
Table 3.5: New claims to ACC per 10,000 head of population 2010 – 2014 (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).

An analysis of workplace accidents reveals that predominantly urban regions such as Auckland and Wellington have rates of work related injury claims that are around
one-half to two-thirds of those arising in rural regions, where physical and outdoor work is more commonplace. Northland was second worst for workplace accidents,
trailing the Gisborne/Hawkes Bay area. Northland, Waikato, Bay of Plenty and Gisborne are considerably more dangerous places to work than elsewhere in New Zealand.
This higher incidence is perhaps due to a concentration of the forestry industry in these regions; a sector with a high injury rate (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy
and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
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Northland also had higher rates of premature deaths than New Zealand as a whole. For example, 47% of deaths in Northland occur before the age of 75, compared with
39% for New Zealand.
In light of this, life expectancy is lower in the Northland region where a newborn girl can expect to live 81.2 years, and a newborn boy can expect to live 76.3 years,
compared with New Zealand where a newborn girl can expect to live 82.2 years and a newborn boy can expect to live 78.0 years. However presentation of these figures
for Northland’s population as a whole fails to reveal the true picture of disparity in the region. Closer analysis reveals that non-Maori in Northland had the same mortality
rates as nationally. However, life expectancy for Northland Maori was just 70 years for girls and 64 years for boys. Furthermore, Northland Maori exhibit a higher rate of
mortality than for Maori nationally.
The incidence of poverty-related diseases in Northland are amongst the highest in New Zealand e.g. meningococcal disease, rheumatic fever, pneumonia, lung infection,
ear infection, dental diseases and skin infections.
Many of Kaipara’s people are therefore less healthy than those in other New Zealand regions. This is largely unnecessary and appears to be related to poverty. Council
will need to consider this when advocating for better health care services in the district.
Child death rates
New Zealand’s child well-being is one of the lowest in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and Northland is even worse than
New Zealand as a whole. Infant mortality is 8.1/1,000 births in Northland, compared to 5.4/1,000 births for the rest of New Zealand (source: Socio-Economic Profile of the
Whangarei District).
Information made available by Safe Kids Aotearoa using data from 2006 to 2010 reveals that Northland had the highest injury related child death rate per head of
population in the country (this study defined a child as 14 years and under). 41 Northland children died of injuries in the five years from 2006 until 2010 (note that these
rates are for injuries not illnesses). 35 of these 41 children were from the poorest areas of Northland (source: Safe kids Aotearoa; Dargaville and District News 01 July
2015).
The study also shows that the number of children that died in the Northland District Health Board region between 2006/2010 was comparable to District Health Boards
(DHBs) double or triple the size. Canterbury DHB also had 41 deaths over the same period despite covering more than three times the number of people. Just behind
Northland in terms of rate of death from injury was Hawke’s Bay DHB, with 38 deaths, and Lakes Region DHB with 25.
Nationally, more than half of injury-related child deaths were the result of sudden unexpected death of an infant, known as SUDI. In Northland suffocation, which includes
SUDI, was also the leading cause of death though it accounted for just 16 of the 41 deaths. Zero to four year olds were the most at risk in Northland, accounting for 72%
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of the deaths. 7% of the deaths in Northland were the result of assault and 5% were self-inflicted. Boys and Maori were both over-represented in the statistics. 61% of the
children who died as result of injury were boys and 68% (28 of the 41 fatalities) were Maori (Source: Safe kids Aotearoa; Dargaville and District News 01 July 2015).
Council will need to consider this when advocating for better health care and social services in the district.
Note: There is normally a four year time lag with fatality data due to Coroner’s inquest and legal procedures.
Smoking
Table 3.6 below shows that Northland had a higher smoking rate than other comparable regions and the national average. 17% of Northlanders were regular smokers and
a further 25% were former smokers (source: Census 2013). The reason for this is not known. Smoking has been strongly linked to poor socio-economic conditions.
Table 3.6: Regional smoking rates 2013 (source: Statistics New Zealand)

Regional Council of Usual
Residence

Regular Smoker
Male

Female Total

Ex-Smoker
Male Female Total

Never Smoked
Not Elsewhere Included
Regularly
Male Female Total Male Female Total

Northland Region

8%

9%

17%

13%

12%

25%

21%

25%

46%

6%

6%

12%

Auckland Region

6%

5%

12%

9%

8%

17%

27%

34%

61%

5%

5%

10%

Waikato Region

8%

8%

16%

11%

11%

22%

25%

29%

54%

5%

5%

9%

Taranaki Region

8%

8%

16%

11%

11%

23%

24%

28%

52%

5%

5%

9%

Manawatu-Wanganui Region

8%

8%

16%

11%

11%

22%

24%

28%

52%

4%

5%

9%

Total New Zealand

7%

7%

14%

11%

10%

21%

26%

31%

56%

5%

5%

9%

3.5

Education

An analysis of education data reviles there is considerable disparity in achievement between New Zealand’s regions. Overall, it appears the more remote regions of
Northland, Gisborne and the West Coast consistently see a relatively small share (below 36%) of their school leavers exit with University Entrance. Only just ahead of
these regions is Waikato, with an average achievement rate of 38%. At the other end of the spectrum Auckland, Wellington, Nelson and Otago; all had achievement rates
of over 50%.
Northland, Waikato and Gisborne all had relatively low rates of participation in early childhood education, low levels of achievement against national standards and poor
university entrance pass rates (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
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The proportion of students who are achieving at or above the National Standards across the three core curriculum areas of reading, writing and mathematics is lower in
Northland than in any other region. Though education and skills levels in Northland are rising, they nonetheless remain below national levels, notably amongst Maori
learners. Northland sits below the national average on all key indicators of educational attainment, including the proportions of the population with higher qualifications
(12.4% compared to the national average of 20%) and with no qualifications (27.4% compared to 20.4% nationally).
An analysis of the number of people aged 15 years and over who have a formal qualification reveals considerable under performance in the Kaipara district. Just 68.7% of
people aged 15 years and over in the Kaipara district have a formal qualification, compared with 72.6% of people in Northland and 79.1% of people in New Zealand.
Furthermore, just 58.1% of Kaipara’s Maori aged 15 years and over have a formal qualification, compared with 61.15% for Maori in Northland and 66.7% for Maori in
New Zealand.
Comparable formal qualification figures for Kaipara’s neighbours’ populations were 70.7% of people in the Far North, 59.4% of the Far North’s Maori, 74.9% of people in
Whangarei District and 63.8% of Whangarei’s Maori.
There was also considerable disparity between centres within Kaipara district. Just 61.9% of people aged 15 years and over in Dargaville have a formal qualification,
compared with 68.7% in Maungaturoto, 77.6% in Mangawhai and 75.4% in Mangawhai Heads.
Figure 3.9 shows that Kaipara and the Far North have lower proportions of school leavers with university entrance than Whangarei.

Figure 3.9: Achievement levels among school leavers 2013 (source: Education Counts)
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The proportion of 18 year olds in Northland with a minimum of at least NCEA Level 2 was close to but still below the national average at 76.7% compared to 78.6%
nationally in 2013, as is shown by figure 3.10 below. However, Northland’s lower regional average appears to be the effect of the high proportion of Maori in Northland’s
population. A third of Northland’s Maori 18 year olds did not hold at least an NCEA Level 2 qualification or equivalent in 2013 (refer to figure 3.11). By comparison
Northland’s European/Pākehā students were achieving above the national average (source: Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study).

Figure 3.10: Percentage of 18 year olds with NCEA level 2 or equivalent (source: Education Counts)

Although overall Maori educational achievement levels are improving faster than that of other students (they are catching up), a significant proportion of rangātahi are
continuing to leave school with no qualifications or NCEA Level 1.
The lower levels of educational attainment for Maori relative to non-Maori is more of a constraint on the productive potential of Northland than many other regions, given
Maori comprise a larger and growing proportion of the region’s population and are likely to comprise a larger share of Northland’s future workforce (source: Tai Tokerau
Northland Regional Growth Study).
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Figure 3.11: Achievement levels of Maori school leavers 2013 (source: Education Counts)

Engagement in early childhood education has been found to provide a strong foundation for later learning, and positively impact literacy, numeracy and problem-solving
skills. The proportion of Northland’s children who participate in early childhood education has increased between 2010 and 2013 by 3.4%, but at 92.1% still remains below
the New Zealand average of 95.6%. However, participation has been increasing at the fastest rate across New Zealand i.e. the region is catching up. Following a national
trend, the rate of participation for Maori children (87.5%) is below the rate for European/Pākehā children (96.9%). However as the participation rate for Maori increased at
a faster rate (4.5%) than Northland overall (3.4%) over 2010 to 2013, Northland Maori might also be seen to be catching up (source: Tai Tokerau Northland Regional
Growth Study).
Overall, there appears to be a clear link between poor educational outcomes in early childhood and poor educational outcomes later on. Furthermore, there appears to be
some relationship between educational outcomes at school and employment post-school, with higher levels of secondary qualifications linked to improved labour force
status and incomes. However, the relationship between poor employment outcomes and youth offending does not appear strong (source: The Salvation Army Social
Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
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The youth (aged 15-24) Not in Employment Education or Training (NEET) rate in Northland was 23.2% in June 2016 making it the highest in New Zealand and well above
the average New Zealand rate of 10.3. While the NEET rate can be seen to fluctuate considerably, the long term trend has been for Northland to be well above the
national average and typically wrestling with Gisborne/Hawke's Bay for first place (source: Statistics New Zealand).
Evidence has shown that NEET youth are more likely to come from households where there are NEET adults. NEET spells of six months or more are associated with poor
labour market outcomes and higher social costs over the long term.
These statistics reflect fundamental issues of a lack of engagement of youth, particularly Māori youth, with education, training and employment opportunities in the region
(source: Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study).
The percentage of youth leaving school without completing their final year is also high in Northland. In 2013, 25.6% of Northland students left education before their
17th birthday, compared to 17.3% nationally.
There also appears to be disparity between regions in terms of student behaviour. Some regions such as Northland and Manawatu-Wanganui have rates of stand-downs,
suspensions, exclusions and expulsions that are 1.5 to 3 times the national average. Other regions such as Gisborne, Wellington, Tasman and West Coast have rates that
are 0.5 to 0.7 times this national average (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
From the above it is apparent that many of Kaipara’s people are less educated than those in other New Zealand regions. This will need to be addressed if Kaipara is to
have an economically and socially healthy future. Council will need to consider this when advocating for better support for education in the district.
3.6

Crime

A total of 15,657 criminal offences were recorded in Northland for the 2013/2014 year, representing a 2.3% increase on the 2012/2013 year. Northland’s overall crime rate
for the 2013/2014 year was 1,001.2 recorded offences per 10,000 people making Northland the second worst region for criminal activity behind the Eastern Police District
(roughly comprised of the Gisborne/Hawkes Bay regions) (1,136.7 offences per 10,000 people). The Whangarei Police Area, which is roughly comprised of the Kaipara
and Whangarei districts, had a 2013/2014 crime rate of 959.1 offences per 10,000 people while the Far North Police Area had a 2013/2014 crime rate of 1,071.9 offences
per 10,000 people. These rates compare with the national 2013/2014 crime rate of 787.5 offences per 10,000 people.
Looking at types of offences; Northland, together with the Tasman Police District, recorded the least homicides (just two each) for 2013/2014. For Northland this was a
reduction from seven in the 2012/2013 year.
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However, Northland’s rate of acts intended to cause injury was the second highest in the country at 115.3 offences per 10,000 people, trailing the Eastern Police District
(168.1 offences per 10,000 people) but only slightly higher than the rate for Counties Manukau (113.4 per 10,000 people) which placed third. Though Northland’s rate has
reduced by 23.6% since the previous year, it is still well above the national average rate of 87.8 offences per 10,000 people.
Following a 23.8% decrease on the previous year, Northland’s 2013/2014 rate of sexual assault and related offences (11.6 offences per 10,000 people) is now only the
second highest in the country trailing the Eastern Police District (14.5 offences per 10,000 people) and only slightly ahead of the Waikato Police District (11.4 offences per
10,000 people). These figures compare with a national average rate of just 8.5 offences per 10,000 people.
The number of dangerous or negligent acts endangering persons in Northland has almost halved from 46 in the 2012/2013 year to 25 in the 2013/2014 year. This placed
the rate of dangerous or negligent acts endangering persons in Northland (1.6 offences per 10,000 people) below the national average (1.8 offences per 10,000 people).
Northland’s rate of abduction, harassment and other related offences against a person (44.5 offences per 10,000 people) has reduced 8.2% since the 2012/2013 year but
is still the second highest, trailing the Eastern Police District (51.1 offences per 10,000 people) and still well above the national average rate of 32 offences per 10,000
people.
Northland’s rate of robbery, extortion and related offences was close to the national average (5.1 offences per 10,000 people compared to 4.9 offences per 10,000 people).
However Northland had the highest rates (196.5 offences per 10,000 people) for unlawful entry with intent/burglary and breaking and entering. This followed a 26.2%
increase on the 2012/2013 year, placing Northland well above the national average of 115.7 offences per 10,000 people. Northland also had the second worst rate
(309.8 offences per 10,000 people) for theft and related offences, despite a 30.5% reduction on the 2012/2013 year. This compared with a national average rate of
272.2 offences per 10,000 people. Overall, Gisborne, Hawkes Bay and Northland were found to be the regions most prone to burglaries, while the safest regions in terms
of burglaries were Otago, followed by Taranaki (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
Despite a decrease of 11.8% from the 2012/2013 year, Northland still had the worst rate of illicit drug offences in the country at 57.7 offences per 10,000 people. This
compares with a national average rate of 35 offences per 10,000 people. Analysis by the Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit reveals that remote regions
such as Gisborne, Northland and West Coast have high rates of drug-related crime. Perhaps this could be expected given that this is where cannabis is most likely to be
cultivated. At the other end of the scale, urban areas tend to have lower overall rates of drug offences with rates at around half of what they are in the remoter regions.
Northland still has the worst rate (20.5 offences per 10,000 people) of prohibited and regulated weapons and explosives offences in the country, placing it slightly ahead of
the Eastern Police District (20.4 offences per 10,000 people). This compares with a national average rate of 12.4 offences per 10,000 people and follows a 17.3%
decrease on the 2012/2013 year.
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The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit has undertaken statistical analysis to determine if there is a link between rates of youth unemployment and youth
offending.

This analysis found that Auckland, Canterbury and Otago both experience comparatively low rates of youth unemployment and youth offending, while

Northland, Hawkes Bay, Gisborne and Southland experience the exact opposite; high rates of youth unemployment alongside high rates of youth offending. However, on
the whole, it was found that high rates of youth unemployment do not consistently lead to high rates of youth offending, as is testified to by regions such as Nelson,
Tasman, Marlborough, West Coast and to some extent Waikato. Hence Northland’s higher rates of youth offending cannot be explained by the comparatively high rate of
youth unemployment (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
3.7

Notifications (reports of concern) to Child, Youth and Family

Northland had an average rate of 315 Child, Youth and Family (CYF) substantiations per 10,000 children for the period 2010/2014. This was the highest rate of CYF
substantiations of any region in New Zealand for this period. The Bay of Plenty was a close seconded with a rate of 310 while the Waikato at third place was considerably
below this with a rate of 239. The average rate for New Zealand as a whole was 200 substantiations per 10,000 children (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and
Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
The data in tables 3.7 – 3.9 below relates to notifications made to CYF for each financial year (from 01 July 2007). The data includes family violence referrals from Police
as well as from education providers, members of the public and other sources (note that Northland is referred to as the Te Tai Tokerau Operational Area).
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Table 3.7: Regional notification to Child, Youth and Family (source: Child Youth and Family)

(Note that ‘Tai Tokerau’ is Northland)

* From July 2010 the family violence referrals requiring no CYF action have been recorded separately.
Table 3.8: Regional notifications at site level (source: Child Youth and Family)

Table 3.9: Notifications that required further action – site level (source: Child Youth and Family)

Tables 3.8 and 3.9 show that in the year to March 2014 there were 645 notifications made to CYF’s
Dargaville site. Of these notifications, over half (369) required further action by CYF.
These figures suggest social problems within many Northland communities. Council will need to consider
this when advocating for better social support services in the district.
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4

Economic

4.1

Global perspectives

Global issues such as terrorism, tourism trends, exchange rates and international commodity prices can all have implications for the Kaipara district. This has been
particularly topical of late with dairy prices having fallen substantially since their high of the 2013/2014 season.
On the whole, the global economy rebounded from the global financial crisis in 2010 but then slowed significantly as public stimulus measures faded in China, the
earthquake in Japan caused disruption in 2011 and European sovereign debt issues emerged. However, New Zealand's increasing exposure to the faster growing areas
of the world, in particular Australia and emerging Asia including China, resulted in exports holding up better than otherwise expected.
The most important export commodities for the Kaipara are dairy products, meat, wood and vegetables. Prices for these key agricultural commodities recovered strongly
following large declines during the global financial crisis and continued to increase over 2010 and the first half of 2011. World prices came off their highs in the second half
of 2011 as renewed euro area concerns emerged and continued to fall in the first half of 2012. Prices increased strongly again in 2013, with historically high levels for
dairy products owing to robust demand from China and tighter global milk supply. However, dairy and forestry prices declined following the March 2014 quarter, with dairy
prices down about 50% at the start of 2015 compared to their peak in February 2014. Dairy prices continued to decline through the middle of 2015, but began to recover in
the final quarter of the year. Meat prices rose to a record high in September 2014 but declined by nearly 20% in the following year (source: The New Zealand Treasury).
Dairy
Rising dairy prices over 2013 enabled New Zealand's major dairy exporter, Fonterra, to lift the final farm gate milk price for the 2013/2014 season to $8.40/kg of milk solids,
from $5.84/kg in the 2012/2013 season. However, in the 2014/2015 season Fonterra lowered its farm gate milk price to $4.40/kg of milk solids and later lowered this
further to $4.15/kg (source: The New Zealand Treasury). The decline in global dairy prices has been the result of milk supply from the United States, Europe and Australia
continuing to grow, at a time when there are lingering concerns regarding the pace of growth in demand from China as well as Russia’s retaliatory ban on dairy imports
from Western nations in response to Western sanctions on Russian businesses. The result of all this has been that there is now plentiful milk available for global trade
(source: Infometrics).
Of the above, supply-side driven weakness to global dairy prices is most concerning. The key lifts in supply from other dairy-producing nations at present are coming from
Europe and the United States. Milk production in the European Union rose by 5% in the six months to June 2014 from a year earlier, while production in the United States
over the three months to August 2014 was up 3% from a year earlier. To put the magnitude of these increases in perspective, a 5% lift in Europe’s annual production is
equivalent to around one-third of New Zealand’s annual milk production, while a 3% boost in annual United States milk production is equivalent to around 12% of
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New Zealand’s total annual milk production. Overseas farms are also becoming more efficient at producing milk while the move of many New Zealand farms towards
intensification is threatening New Zealand’s traditional advantage of low input farming systems utilising clover and ryegrass (source: Infometrics).
Given these factors, it is anticipated that ongoing strength in global dairy supply will remain a limiting factor that prevents global dairy prices from returning to their lofty
heights of the 2013/2014 season any time soon (source: Infometrics). Nevertheless, recent lower milk production in New Zealand and Europe and a recent easing of
production growth in the US are contributing to a recent rise in dairy market prices. If prices remain at or around current levels then a payout closer to $6.00/kg is on the
cards for the 2016/2017 dairy season (source: Infometrics Quarterly Economic Monitor September 2016).
Meat
New Zealand beef exports performed well over 2014/2015, largely as a result of strong demand from the United States where domestic production has been at historically
low levels. Export volumes lifted by 8% over the 2014/2015 season in response to the strong farm gate prices, which lifted from around $3.50/kg to 4.00/kg in prior
seasons to $4.75/kg in 2014/2015. Prices then eased and volumes slowed as New Zealand approached its quota limit for exports to the United States (the United States
will not buy more than a set quota of meat from New Zealand each year). Volumes were expected to pick up again in early 2016 as the quota reset (source: The
New Zealand Treasury).
Forestry
New Zealand’s log, wood and wood article export values decreased 11.3% in the year to June 2015, owing to declines in the price of forestry products and the volume of
forestry exports, as the downturn in the Chinese housing market and a high level of inventories in China weighed on demand. Nevertheless, the price of forestry products
remained at an historically high level after peaking in April 2014. The New Zealand Treasury anticipated global forestry prices and demand would pick up again in 2016 on
the back of further economic stimulus measures in China. Meanwhile, relatively low supply from other forestry exporters is also expected to support global prices in 2016.
Low shipping costs are also providing a partial offset for New Zealand exporter margins (source: The New Zealand Treasury). There is also a silver lining for timber
processors as the lower New Zealand dollar has lifted their competitiveness (source: The New Zealand Treasury).
China has been New Zealand’s largest market for logs and poles, sawn timber and wood pulp. Japan has been the largest market for panels and Australia the largest
market for paper and paperboard (source: The New Zealand Treasury).
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Tourism
Tourism markets are also effected by global events, particularly the New Zealand dollar exchange rate. In the year until June 2016, total visitor arrivals at New Zealand’s
airports surpassed 3.3 million on an annual basis for the first time on record, while September 2016 saw the highest ever number of visitor arrivals to New Zealand
(seasonally adjusted) for any given month on record (source: Infometrics Quarterly Economic Monitor September 2016). Visitor arrivals to New Zealand are growing from
all major source markets. Arrivals from the United States were up a particularly rapid 36% during the September 2016 quarter from a year earlier, with visitor numbers
from Australia, the United Kingdom and much of Asia also posting solid gains. Growth in arrivals from China slowed during the winter of 2016, however are expected to
pick up in the December 2016 quarter, in part due to a week-long Chinese national holiday in October. Australia is New Zealand's closest market and the largest source of
visitor arrivals at just over 1,207,040 (39.5% of the total) in the year ended October 2015. The next largest markets are China (306,880 or 10.0% of the total) and the
United States (193,616; 7.0%) (source: The New Zealand Treasury).
4.2

National economy

The New Zealand economy showed strong performance in the year to September 2016 with Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growing by 3.2%. A key driver of growth has
been a migration-fuelled population increase, which has pushed up consumer demand and is forcing higher levels of homebuilding and construction activity. International
net migration over the 12 months to September was at a record level of almost 70,000 people. The bulk of the increase to the level of net migration was due to people
arriving on work visas, followed by resident visa arrivals, and returning New Zealanders. Strong demand for New Zealand resident visas has led the Government to tighten
requirements by raising the number of points for eligibility, reducing the number of places available in the capped family categories and temporarily removing the parent
visa option. At first glance, the lift in work visa arrivals is heartening given the shortage in spare capacity in key sectors of the economy. For construction and services
industries, finding labour this year has been at its most difficult since 2004 and 2008 respectively. However, when arrivals are broken down by occupation, it can be seen
that the net inflow of construction workers has stagnated at around 2,500 people per annum so far for 2016 (source: Infometrics Quarterly Economic Monitor September
2016).
In addition to high migration, record numbers of international visitors are pushing up activity in the tourism sector. Guest nights over the 12 months to September 2016
were up 6.2% from a year earlier, with guest nights by international visitors growing particularly strongly. This increase in guest nights is also reflected by higher spending
by visitors on most items. On a seasonally adjusted basis, the highest ever number of visitor arrivals to New Zealand for any given month on record was recorded in
September 2016. Arrivals from the United States were up a particularly rapid 36% during the September 2016 quarter from a year earlier, with visitor numbers from
Australia, the United Kingdom and much of Asia also posting solid gains. Growth in arrivals from China slowed during winter, but are expected to pick up in the December
2016 quarter, in part due to a week-long Chinese national holiday in October (source: Infometrics Quarterly Economic Monitor September 2016).
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Most parts of the primary sector, other than dairying, have also seen healthy growth over the year to September 2016. Horticulture, forestry and beef farmers have all had
healthy returns. Furthermore, recent sharp upward movements to prices at dairy auctions will put upward pressure on farm gate milk price forecasts. If prices remain at or
around current levels then a payout closer to $6/kgs is on the cards for the 2016/2017 dairy season, compared to a payout of $3.90/kgs last season. A payout of this level
would mean that most farmers are above their average break-even point for the first time since the 2013/2014 dairy season. DairyNZ estimates that the average dairy
farmer needs $5.05/kgs to break even. A key driver of recent upward movements to prices has been lower milk production in New Zealand during spring, which Fonterra
anticipates will continue throughout the dairy season. Lower milk production in Europe and an easing of production growth in the United States are also contributing to the
recent upside to prices in dairy markets (source: Infometrics Quarterly Economic Monitor September 2016).
New Zealand’s service exports are also performing well, in part because of the tourism sector, however also because of healthy growth in earnings from business, software
and financial services. These observations are supported by New Zealand Institute of Economic Research’s Quarterly Survey of Business Opinion, which showed that
business activity during the September quarter expanded strongly, while there has also been a lift in business confidence.
The retail sector also enjoyed strong growth through the winter months of 2016, with data from Marketview showing that electronic card spending on retail purchases over
the twelve months to September 2016 was up 2.7% from a year earlier. Infometrics anticipate that retail spending growth will remain elevated into the summer of
2016/2017. This growth is being supported by rising levels of international visitor spending, strong population growth and healthy labour market conditions. These good
job prospects, coupled with improved consumer confidence and the lagged effects of falling interest rates over the past year will also push up retail spending in per capita
terms (source: Infometrics Quarterly Economic Monitor September 2016).
Within this environment of strong economic performance, the national unemployment rate fell to 4.9% in the September 2016 quarter, the lowest it has been since late
2008. This fall in the unemployment rate was coupled with a solid quarterly increase in employment of 1.4% pa. Strong employment growth during winter also saw the
number of people receiving Jobseeker Support flatten off. A big factor in employment growth during the September 2016 quarter was part-time employment, which rose
4% (seasonally adjusted) for the quarter, its fastest rate since March 2011. In comparison, growth in full-time employment over the same period was a sluggish 0.3%.
With full-time employment having been strong over 2016, along with a generally buoyant economy, these figures suggest that firms are finding it harder to get full-time
employees and are instead hiring more part-time workers. This trend bodes well for people trying to get their foot in the door, particularly in industries supporting tourism
and construction which currently have a strong need for workers at all skill levels as capacity is becoming stretched in the construction and tourism industries. Looking
forward, the unemployment rate is expected to remain steady and may possibly be driven lower by the nation’s accelerating economic growth (source: Infometrics
Quarterly Economic Monitor September 2016).
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The number of residential building consents over the year to September 2016 was up 14% from a year earlier. Consent numbers were up in all but five of New Zealand’s
16 regions however the rate of growth has slowed a little following the latest loan-to-value restrictions implemented by the Reserve Bank. Regions in the “halo”
surrounding Auckland such as Northland, Bay of Plenty and Waikato have been experiencing strong growth in dwelling consents for some years as increasingly
unaffordable housing in Auckland has pushed up interest in surrounding regions. Growth in these regions has also slowed somewhat over the September 2016 quarter
however this has not affected Kaipara where growth remains strong. From these trends it is clear that growth is increasingly spilling out of Auckland and into surrounding
regions. This looks set to continue even as the recently adopted Auckland Plan allows for more growth to take place within Auckland through both green and brown field
development.
Auckland’s undersupply of housing, combined with New Zealand’s persistently strong population growth, means that a major response is necessary. However, it remains
to be seen if the construction sector can lift activity to the extent required. Labour capacity constraints are already becoming an increasingly critical issue in Auckland and
other parts of the upper North Island, while macro-prudential intervention by the Reserve Bank weakening demand for existing housing will also flow through into softer
growth in construction activity (source: Infometrics Quarterly Economic Monitor September 2016).
House prices in September 2016 were up 11% from a year earlier. Data that has come out for October 2016 indicates that the rate of house price growth is showing some
early signs of slowing as a result of the latest loan-to-value restrictions implemented by the Reserve Bank which is reducing demand to some extent. Infometrics expect to
see these restrictions further slow the rate of house price inflation, knocking 4-5 percentage points off price growth over the summer of 2016/2017. There is even a risk
that annual house price inflation could turn negative during 2017, depending on whether debt-to-income ratios are introduced in the first half of 2017 and the tightness of
the restrictions. Nevertheless, any falls would be modest given the persistent housing undersupply problems in Auckland (source: Infometrics Quarterly Economic Monitor
September 2016).
House sales nationally began to pull back heavily during September 2016, with falls particularly apparent in Auckland, Waikato, and Bay of Plenty. Many other regions are
also showing signs of losing momentum in sales volumes (Kaipara is not among these with sales increasing 73.3% for the year to September 2016). Tighter lending
restrictions for low-equity borrowers (owner-occupiers with less than a 20% deposit) and investors with less than a 40% deposit are starting to show through, while
unaffordability is also subduing demand in some places. Anecdotal evidence points to some banks already reaching their limit of 10% high loan to value restriction loans
for owner-occupiers. Nevertheless, there were some regions not showing any sign of slowing down just yet, including Southland, Manawatu and Central Otago Lakes.
Debt-to-income ratios, which are likely to be introduced during 2017, will constrain credit for other potential buyers and put further downward pressure on house sales
(source: Infometrics Quarterly Economic Monitor September 2016).
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Growth in traffic flows (another indicator of economic activity) remained high during the winter months. Infometrics calculations from NZTA traffic monitoring of state
highways shows that traffic flows nationally over the 12 months to September were up 4.8% from a year ago. This growth is consistent with high levels of business and
consumption activity from other indicators, as well as an expanding population and booming tourism sector. The fact that petrol prices remained relatively low over recent
months has also supported increased vehicle movements. Areas in the upper North Island surrounding Auckland, that have seen sharp population growth, are also
experiencing increases in traffic flows above the national average. Traffic flows are expected to continue growing at a healthy rate over the 2016/2017 summer months
(source: Infometrics Quarterly Economic Monitor September 2016).
4.3

Structure of local economy

From a review of the literature it is evident that Kaipara’s economy is based on its primary industries, particularly dairy and forestry, supported by a strong manufacturing
sector. It is evident that in good growing seasons the district as a whole is able to prosper with GDP growth far exceeding that in other districts. Conversely, drought years
and years with lower dairy payouts have the opposite effect.
In 2015, the primary sector (agriculture, forestry and fishing) accounted for 31.7% of Kaipara’s GDP while manufacturing contributed a further 11.8% as is shown in
figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Structure of Kaipara’s economy (share of GDP) (source: Infometrics)

Figure 4.2 shows the extent to which the different industries in the Kaipara contributed to the total number of filled jobs. This figure shows that the primary and
manufacturing sectors were also the greatest contributors to employment at 30.1% and 10.8% respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Industries in Kaipara contributed to total number of filled jobs (source: Infometrics)

As well as being important to Kaipara, the primary and manufacturing sectors are also the two largest contributors to the Northland economy, with agriculture, forestry and
fishing contributing 12% of the region’s GDP and manufacturing contributing a further 19.1%. The greater contribution of manufacturing to the Northland economy is due
to the presence of the Marsden Point oil refinery within the region.
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Not surprisingly, considering its reliance on the primary and manufacturing sectors, Kaipara’s economy is extremely export orientated. However, despite being very export
orientated, Kaipara’s economy is somewhat more diverse than the national economy, though less diverse than the regional economy. Kaipara had a Herfindahl-Hirschman
Index (a diversity rating where a score of zero = total diversity) of 53. This compares with a score of 27.2 for Northland and 56.1 for New Zealand as a whole.
With a score of 27.2, the Northland economy is neither highly diversified nor highly concentrated in particular industries relative to New Zealand as a whole. There are
however some spatial differences in the concentration of industries across the region, with the Far North and Kaipara having comparative advantages in primary industries
and Whangarei having advantages in some manufacturing industries and support services.
The Far North and Kaipara have concentrations in forestry and wood products, livestock farming and horticulture. The Kaipara also has particular concentrations in dairy
farming.

Petroleum, non-metallic mineral manufacturing, wood product manufacturing, dairy product manufacturing and transport equipment manufacturing are

concentrated in Whangarei, along with infrastructure services and health care (source: Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study).
Kaipara’s dependence on the primary and manufacturing sectors, coupled with its strong export orientation, will have implications for the way Council plans and delivers
infrastructure and services. In particular, expenditure on roads should give consideration to the importance of heavy commercial vehicles to Kaipara’s economy. Similarly,
the needs of primary production and manufacturing operations should be considered when developing regulatory provisions.
4.4

Performance of local economy

Kaipara’s economy grew by 4.2% over the 12 months to September 2016, according to Infometrics’ provisional estimate of GDP. GDP was $734 million in the Kaipara
district for the year to September 2016 (2010 prices). Growth was higher than for New Zealand overall (3.2%) which is impressive considering Kaipara’s high exposure to
the dairy industry which suffered from low milk prices over this period. Economic activity in Kaipara is being supported by an expanding population and higher levels of
investment in housing (mostly focused around Mangawhai), which have helped offset ongoing struggles in the dairy sector. There has also been relative stability in many
parts of the primary sector, other than dairy, with horticulture, forestry and beef farmers all having healthy returns. The hospitality sector has also benefited from a rising
level of visitors passing through the district. Against this backdrop, there has been a sharp 9.7% lift in traffic flows in Kaipara, well above the 4.8% growth seen nationally
(source: Infometrics Quarterly Monitor September 2016). Kaipara’s performance across a number of economic indicators is shown in table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Summary of Kaipara’s economic performance over year to September 2016 (source: Infometrics)

Demand for housing in Kaipara remained strong through 2016. With interest rates at a low level and house prices in Auckland and other parts of the upper North Island
becoming out of reach for many, there continues to be rapid growth in housing demand in Kaipara. House sales in Kaipara climbed 73% over the 12 months to September
2016. This compares to just 5% growth for New Zealand and a decrease of -12.6% for Auckland, indicating a growing shift out of Auckland. A total of 201 houses were
sold in the Kaipara district in the 12 months ended September 2016. This compares with a 10-year average of 96. Kaipara house prices increased a further 20% over the
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year to September 2016, following house price growth of 8.5% over the September 2015 year. This growth outperformed relative to New Zealand and Auckland, where
house prices increased by 11% and 13% respectively. This brought the average Kaipara house value to $419,560 compared with $590,726 in New Zealand and $973,269
in Auckland.
Even though there are early signs that house price growth in Auckland is slowing, the relative affordability of housing in Kaipara compared to its bigger neighbour is likely
to continue underpinning elevated demand for housing in the district through the first half of 2017. Higher prices and strong demand in Kaipara have also increased
incentives to build, with new dwelling consents in Kaipara rising 43.6% over the year to September 2016 compared to 14% nationally and 14% in Auckland (refer to
figure 4.3). A total of 88 new residential building consents were issued in the Kaipara district in the September 2016 quarter, compared with 54 in the same quarter last
year (source: Infometrics Quarterly Monitor June 2016).
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Figure 4.3 Number of residential building consents in the Kaipara District by year. Note the steady increase since 2013 and rapid rise in 2016 (source: Infometrics).
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This housing and population growth continues to be focused on the east (Auckland most part) of the district, particularly Mangawhai. Infometrics’ small area profile of
Mangawhai shows that jobs in the area rose 11% in the March 2015 year. The area also sits within the Auckland commuter belt, which has further pushed up population
growth in the area. This growth has seen the Kaipara District Council begin work on a new town plan for Mangawhai to ensure infrastructure can handle future growth.
Non-residential building consents to the value of $6 million were issued in Kaipara district during the year to September 2016. This represents a decrease of -43% on the
previous year. By comparison the value of consents in New Zealand increased by 6.8% over the same period. This recent decline in Kaipara’s non-residential building
consents may be a result of the new supermarket in Dargaville having now been completed and the lower dairy payout discouraging farmers from investing in new farm
buildings. Over the last 10 years consents in Kaipara district reached a peak of $16 million in the year to June 2008.
Despite overall strong economic growth in the District, electronic card retail spending, as measured by Marketview, decreased by -2.8% over the year to September 2016
compared to the previous year. This may be an effect of the low dairy payout resulting in less disposable income for those who directly or indirectly depend on the dairy
industry for their income. This decrease in Kaipara compares with an increase of 2.7% across New Zealand as a whole.
By contrast, the tourism and service sectors will have benefited from increased visitor numbers over this period. Commercial accommodation data showed that guest
nights in Kaipara increased by 8.3% over the year to September 2016. This compares with an increase of 6.2% in New Zealand as the country continues to experience
high visitor numbers. Visitors stayed a total of 138,564 nights in Kaipara district during the year to June 2016, up from 127,907 a year ago (source: Infometrics Quarterly
Monitor September 2016).
Pressure on dairy farmers, who normally directly account for approximately 17% of Kaipara’s GDP, is now easing as a result of recent increases to dairy prices at
Fonterra’s Global Dairy Trade auctions. If dairy prices and the New Zealand dollar remain at current levels, then a farm gate milk price of close to $6/kg plus any dividends
could be supported. At this level, dairy farmers would still be keeping a tight rein on expenditure and be frugal with any drawings, but at least they would be inching back
towards breakeven point. DairyNZ estimates that dairy farmers’ break-even point is currently around $5.05/kg. This breakeven point is lower than the $5.77/kg mark that
DairyNZ estimated for the 2014/2015 season, indicating that the average dairy farmer has worked hard on ensuring that they have efficient farm management practices.
Furthermore, stripping drawings and depreciation out of DairyNZ’s estimates shows working expenses currently sit at around $4.07/kg.
Kaipara's total dairy payout for the 2015/2016 season is estimated to have been approximately $127 million. Kaipara district's dairy payout for the 2016/2017 season is
expected to be approximately $196 million, $68.5 million higher than last season, assuming that production levels from last season are maintained (source: Infometrics
Quarterly Monitor June 2016). Dairy farmers are expected to break even over the 2016/2017 season for the first time in three years. Sufficient rainfall in the 2016 spring
means that pasture conditions are heading towards summer in good shape.
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With things looking brighter in the dairy sector and with strong growth in construction and tourism, job prospects are improving in the district as well as in neighbouring
Whangarei and Auckland. The annual average unemployment rate in Kaipara remained at 6.3% in September 2016, unchanged from a year earlier. However the average
number of people receiving Jobseeker Support fell by 1.5% over the year to September 2016. The unemployment rate in Kaipara was higher than in New Zealand (5%)
but lower than Northland (8.2), Whangarei (7.7%) and the Far North (9.6%). Over the last 10 years Kaipara’s unemployment rate reached a peak of 7.1% in March 2013
(source: Infometrics Quarterly Monitor June 2016).
4.5

Obstacles to economic development

At a summary level, the Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study has identified the following constraints to economic development in Northland:


Insufficient transport networks, particularly the need to improve key freight roads and rail infrastructure including improving resilience;



Insufficient communications networks, particularly the need to improve broadband coverage and eliminate ‘black spots’ in the mobile phone network;



A lack of skilled labour within the region; and



Of particular concern to the dairy and horticultural industries, however also relevant to some manufacturing and processing operations; the need for better water
management to mitigate the risk of floods and droughts.

The Upper North Island Industrial Land Demand Study 2015 supports these findings, identifying that nearly all firms in all industries require industrial land that has access
to transport and telecommunications infrastructure, and a skilled workforce.
From a review of the literature, each of these constraints listed for Northland are equally if not of greater relevance to Kaipara district. Council needs to be aware of these
constraints when advocating for improved infrastructure and services (e.g. faster broadband) or when planning infrastructure projects (e.g. upgrading key freight routes to
accommodate High Productivity Motor Vehicles (HPMV)).
Regarding road and rail transport: Northland’s transport constraints are well-known. There are areas of low resilience along State Highway 1 and other key tourism and
freight routes. In particular, two stretches of State Highway 1 between Whangarei and Auckland, the Dome Valley and Brynderwyn Hills, are steep, include tight corners,
have a high crash rate and have speed limits restricted to 80kms per hour. Diversion routes and alternative freight routes do not always have sufficient capacity to take
heavy vehicles. The region has a relatively poor road safety record and the interaction of increasing flows of heavy freight traffic and visitor traffic impacts on the visitor
travel experience. Northland’s rail network (the alternative to moving heavy freight by road) is under-utilised, threatened with further line closures and the current standard
of the line will restrict growth in some kinds of containerised freight due to some tunnel clearances. Furthermore, the lack of a rail link to the deep water port at Marsden
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Point has the effect of increasing road freight volumes to and from the port, while limiting opportunities for rail and preventing the port from reaching its full freight handling
potential.
Further investment is required in much needed road enhancements to ensure that the network will be able to cater for forecast growth in freight and visitors and provide for
the dual needs of tourism and primary industries for transport and safety. This will require improvements to the low resilient areas of the key State Highway 1 freight route
and the development of alternative freight routes such as the Mangakahia/Otaika route (currently being developed as part of the State Highway 15 project). Moreover, with
key industries in the region such as forestry relying on heavy road transport, further upgrading of the routes to High Productivity Motor Vehicle (HPMV) status is desirable.
Although rail freight is currently small, there is the potential for more freight to be moved by rail in future and so relieve pressure on the region’s roads. Desired
improvements to the network include addressing tunnel clearances (important for some containerised freight), reopening the line to Dargaville (currently closed), reopening
the North Auckland Line between Kauri (north of Whangarei) and its terminus at Otira (which closed in September 2016) and construction of a link to Marsden Point (very
important for existing forestry exports but would also allow the port to expand its container and general freight handling).
Critical to Northland’s future is therefore to create an integrated network of road and rail featuring:


A rail link between Northport and Auckland;



Rail linkages between the log loading terminals of Otira, Dargaville and Wellsford and the forestry export port at Northport;



Roading improvements to the State Highway 15 inland freight route to bring this up to a state highway standard;



Roading improvements to State Highway 1 between Whangarei and Auckland, particularly the Dome Valley and Brynderwyn Hills; and



Works to improve the resilience of Northland’s key freight and touring routes including the Twin Coast Discovery route.

Of the above, progress is being made in delivering many of the desired roading improvements, particularly now that the Mangakahia/Otaika route has been declared a
state highway. However, the rail side of Northland’s transport network has experienced dire decline in recent years with services having ceased to Dargaville and the
Far North. Considerable investment in Northland’s rail network is urgently needed if rail is to contribute significantly to Northland’s freight task.
Regarding the need for education and skills: there is potential for significant employment growth across industries, particularly primary industries, in Northland.
Significant impediments to achieving this growth include a shrinking working age population, perceptions that there are few attractive jobs and career paths in these
industries (particularly the lack of career progression opportunities in primary industries and processing/manufacturing) and many young people in Northland being
disengaged from education and employment.
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Although a range of education initiatives are being pursued in Northland, a much more focused, substantive and longer-term approach needs to be made for and within
specific industries (particularly forestry, agriculture and processing/manufacturing); that is, the creation of skills investment programmes for key industries.

These

programmes need to be based on real opportunities and real jobs, identify initiatives to improve both the supply of skills and the quality of demand for skills and take a
systemic approach when identifying interventions to include all levels of the education system, pastoral care and whānau support, and welfare and immigration. This will
require the involvement of and commitment by a combination of major businesses in those industries, iwi, education providers and central government representatives and
a genuine commitment of resources over the long term.
Estimated labour productivity (or GDP/FTE) in Northland is close to national levels. In 2013, Northland’s estimated average labour productivity was $104,500, which was
only slightly below the national average of $109,000. This suggests that the workforce is as good as anywhere else in the country at creating value and that Northland’s
low level of wealth is more to do with the significant under-utilised pool of people (source: Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study).
Regarding digital connectivity: despite growth in the proportion of households with internet and broadband access, Northland is falling behind other regions on the use of
internet and uptake of broadband. Relatively high proportions of Northlanders perceive that the cost is too high or have limited interest in using the internet. Information
and Communications Technology (ICT) and broadband infrastructure in Northland needs to be further enhanced as it provides a platform to add value to primary and other
industries in the region by enabling improved performance measurement, resource management and connections to markets. The opportunity is to finalise a digital
development strategy, delivered through a regional digital office, to deliver programmes to youth, communities and businesses to showcase the benefits of adoption and
stimulate demand, build levels of digital literacy and competence to enable the use of productivity enhancing applications, and position the region to get access to
increased investment in broadband roll-out (source: Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study).
The Regional Economic Activity Report identifies broadband upgrades as being vital to expanding business in Northland. Improved Broadband will not only assist the
efficiency of local businesses but also allow larger companies currently based in Auckland to move outside the metropolis.
Recognising these issues, Northland’s four local authorities (Far North District Council, Whangarei District Council, Kaipara District Council and Northland Regional
Council), Northland Inc. and Te Tai Tokerau Iwi Chief Executives’ Consortium have partnered to submit a Registration of Interest and Support to the Ultra-Fast
Broadband 2, Rural Broadband Initiative 2 and Mobile Black Spot Fund (MBSF) programmes. This has now entered the second stage of the process, developing a Digital
Enablement Plan. This strategy has a vision of Northland in 2025 being digitally connected, using globally competitive digital technologies, with digitally savvy and literate
businesses, entrepreneurs and workers. The Digital Enablement Plan captures key projects and ideas Northlanders have to take advantage of increased Broadband
capacity.
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Regarding improved water management and storage: fresh water resources are essential for the growth of Northland. Decreased water quality or quantity will limit the
potential of a range of industries, such as dairy and horticulture as well as processing. Northland is a region that has a number of challenges associated with water.
Floods and droughts are common occurrences and are likely to become more frequent due to climate change (see Section 6.1.2 Climate Change). Damaging floods pose
a risk to the region’s infrastructure, particularly its roads, while droughts threaten town water supplies, agricultural production and some industrial operations. The impacts
of these events can be exacerbated or minimised by land use changes and water management practices.
The frequency with which drought conditions occur in Northland is cause for concern. In 2014 the third drought in four years was declared in the Northland region with
much of Northland's west coast from Cape Reinga to Pouto Point being classified a localised drought area. The classification covered an estimated 400 Northland dairy
farms and 700 sheep and beef units.
The Northland Rural Support Trust estimated that the 2013 drought alone cost the Northland Region $500 million. This cost represents losses due to the need to buy in
feed and water for stock, selling stock off and drying off dairy herds earlier than expected.
At a district level, droughts and damaging floods are a constant risk to the primary industries upon which Kaipara’s economy is founded. However, droughts and floods
also pose a risk to Council which manages a number of land drainage schemes and is responsible for repairing the district’s roads. Furthermore, the nature of Dargaville’s
town water supply is such that water restrictions are often required during dry summers. This places restrictions on industries such as Silverfern Farms’ Dargaville
meatworks which has to alter its production schedule in response to water shortages. In this way, a limited or unreliable water supply can be a barrier to new industry
establishing in the district.
Water storage and irrigation are ways of mitigating the impact of droughts and floods. In relation to water storage, Northland presently has a relatively small number of
dams and weirs (source: Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study).
Recognising the need for better water management in Northland, the Government has allocated funding from the Ministry for Primary Industries’ Irrigation Acceleration
Fund (IAF) towards a study to investigate the potential of irrigation in Northland. Some of this funding has been initiated by Kauri Coast Water; a community driven
initiative working with Northland Regional Council to explore better water management options for the western Kaipara district. Stage 1 of the water management
investigation has been completed and identified that Kerikeri and the north Kaipara are areas that have potential to get significant gains out of better water management.
This has led to Stage 2 of the water management investigation now being out for tender with NRC and IAF managing this study which is due for public release during the
second half of 2017. The total budget for Stage 1 and 2 studies is about $400,000 which is funded from NRC and IAF sources.
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4.6

Opportunities for economic development

According to the Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study the highest rated opportunities for economic growth in Northland are:
The visitor industry:


The Twin Coast Discovery Project;



Development of new visitor experiences and supportive infrastructure.

Dairy and related processing:


Improving on farm management through an expansion of productivity initiatives;



Realise the dairy potential of Māori land;



Proposed innovation centre concept for dairy and primary industries.

Education and skills:


Skill-based investment programmes to support key industries.

Road and rail transport:


Future-proof key road freight routes.

Forestry and related wood processing:


Growing the wood processing industry;



Saw and pulp mill facility at Ngawha;



Development of indigenous wood processing industry (e.g. Totara).

Aquiculture:


Kingfish farm facility;



Scaling up existing aquiculture production.

Marine manufacturing:


Invest in lift and retrieval facilities in Whangarei.
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Horticulture:


Develop a horticulture strategic action plan;



Development of the manuka honey industry.

Digital connectivity:


Build digital competence and use of Broadband.

Water Management:


Improving water allocation and quality through water storage and management.

International education:


Grow the scale and value of international education.

Each of these opportunities is explained and assessed in detain in the Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study.

A summary of the opportunities for dairy,

horticulture and forestry and wood processing has been included here as these are of particular relevance to the Kaipara district.
Dairy
The dairy industry is significant for Northland and especially the Kaipara. There is potential to grow the industry by:


Improving the productivity of existing dairy farms. Moving the middle 50% of farms to the upper quartile of performance;



Collaboration/consolidation of small farms and land use change on Maori-owned land. The impacts will depend on the scale to which this occurs;



Continued investment in research and development in pastures, added-value products and processing, and the potential development of an agricultural innovation
centre for the region.

To realise this potential, industry development will need to go hand in hand with improved water and environmental management.
The region’s pastoral industry roadmap notes that, on average, pastoral production and profitability in Northland are 30-40% lower than comparable regions. Dairy farms
in Northland produce less milk solids per effective hectare (645kg compared to 988kg) and per cow (282kg compared to 346kg) than farms nationally (source: Livestock
Improvement Corporation & DairyNZ, 2013). Northland farmers are also less likely than farmers nationally to carry out regular herd testing to inform their decision-making
and herd management.
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$1,830 per hectare nationally (source: DairyNZ, 2014). These trends are shown on the following graphs and reveal that Kaipara farms are, in particular, among the least
productive in the country.

Figure 4.4: Dairy farms operating profit and dairy productivity 2012/2013 (source: Tai Tokerau Regional Growth Study)

This current under-performance provides an opportunity to increase production on existing farms. Dairy production in Northland could grow from 92 million kgs to around
100 million kgs of milk solids within the next 10 years if farm performance is brought up to national standards (source: Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study).
Horticulture
Northland has a unique horticulture industry with some advantages over and differences to the rest of New Zealand. Almost all of the nation’s kumara crop, a third of the
avocado crop and a quarter of citrus produced in New Zealand are grown in Northland.
The horticulture sector is well-placed to take advantage of growing demands for produce in Asia and to be a major supplier to Auckland, especially as more of Pukekohe’s
arable land is taken for housing development.
The Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study considers that the industry needs to create scale and stability in production through co-ordination or consolidation,
continue to invest in research and development in new varieties and disease and pest management (with the broader industry nationally) and address water management
and capability issues. There is not a clear pathway forward at this point for the industry in the region, in contrast to other sectors.
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As such, the proposal is for the industry, supported by local and central government agencies, to identify appropriate interventions as part of a strategic action plan for the
industry in Northland (source: Tai Tokerau Regional Growth Study). The action plan should identify options for key sub-sectors to achieve scale, increase value-add
through research and development, and to develop a future pool of leaders and workers. The benefits will depend on the growth in horticulture that results.
A longer term opportunity exists to grow the apiculture sector within the industry, specifically manuka honey production, beyond its current niche or boutique status. This
could include the establishment of a collective vertically integrated honey company and/or brand for the region. Iwi involved are progressing this proposal.
Forestry and wood processing
The forestry and wood processing industry in the Northland region has growth potential based on the region’s resource and capability advantages, demand from Auckland
for structural timber to meet housing needs, and strong demand from growing economies in Asia (particularly China) for lumber and wood products. Forestry and wood
processing companies have access to a bulk export port and are relatively close to the Auckland market. Furthermore, because of the temperate climate, Northland’s
wood tends to be of higher density and stiffness than other regions, making it more suitable for structural products.
These advantages are not reflected in the performance of the industry, which has experienced low GDP and employment growth.
Although it will be challenging, the region needs to move beyond being primarily a radiata pine log exporter and invest in further processing and higher value species. This
can be achieved by:


Industry representatives finalising an action plan that focuses on how current regional processing capability should be reconfigured, for example through a combination
of lower-grade processed products and higher end engineered wood products, given expected supply constraints and known transport constraints. Redirecting
1-1.2 million m3 of log export to wood processing could add $250 million per annum to regional GDP;



The potential development of a complementary saw and pulp mill near Kaikohe, utilising low-cost heat and energy from Ngawha. Further investigation of this concept is
required. A large-scale facility could generate around $40 million in regional GDP and create several hundred jobs;



The development of a totara processing industry in the region, subject to an acceptable business case. The industry has the potential to grow to $70 million in revenue
once fully established (source: Tai Tokerau Regional Growth Study).
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4.7

Income and affordability

The 2013 census shows median personal income in the Kaipara district was $22,600 per annum. This compares with $21,500 in the Far North, $25,300 in Whangarei,
$23,400 in Northland, $29,600 in Auckland and $28,500 in New Zealand (source: Statistics New Zealand). It should be noted however that while Aucklanders generally
enjoy higher incomes than all other New Zealanders, with the exception of Wellingtonians, these incomes have fallen in real terms or, as in the case of individual incomes,
risen by just less than half the national average (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
Annual median earnings in Northland (of those employed or working proprietors) were also lower than the New Zealand median ($46,560 compared to $53,120), however
were towards the middle of New Zealand regions. The region’s moderate earnings for those in employment but relatively low average personal incomes appears to be
because of the low proportion of people deriving incomes from wages and salaries relative to those receiving benefits (source: Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth
Study).
Median household incomes (a measure of the combined incomes of all people sharing a particular household or place of residence) are a better affordability measure for local
government than personal incomes as council rates are usually charged per property.
Northland’s annual median household income in 2013 was $46,900 compared to $63,800 nationally. Though Northland’s median household income has increased over
time, it is still well below the national average and is presently the lowest of New Zealand’s regions, as shown in the following graph (source: Tai Tokerau Northland
Regional Growth Study).
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implications for Council’s efforts to keep rates fair and affordable across the
district.
Table 4.2: Median household income (source: Statistics New Zealand)

Median Household Income

Figure 4.5: Annual median household income 2013 (Tai Tokerau Regional Growth Study)

Northland Region

$ 46,900

Far North District

$ 42,200

Whangarei District

$ 52,000

Kaipara District

$ 42,400

Te Kopuru

$ 30,200

Kaipara Coastal

$ 47,600

Maungaru

$ 55,900

Dargaville

$ 35,500

Maungaturoto

$ 45,000

Ruawai

$ 30,800

Kaiwaka

$ 44,400

As can be seen above, the Auckland region had the highest median household

Rehia-Oneriri

$ 44,900

income in the country with $76,500 per annum. Wellington ($74,300) and

Mangawhai

$ 42,900

Canterbury ($65,000) also featured in the top three.

Mangawhai Heads

$ 39,700

The following table lists the median household incomes for the Northland
councils and the area units of the Kaipara district. This table shows there is
considerable disparity between Kaipara’s communities with some such as
Te Kopuru ($30,200) and Ruawai ($30,800) earning substantially less than
others such as Maungaru (the rural area east of Dargaville)($55,900), Kaipara
Coastal (the rural area in the west of the district from Pouto to Aranga)($47,600)
and Maungaturoto ($45,000).

This disparity between communities will have

Statistics New Zealand reports that between 1988 and 2013, income inequality
between New Zealand households with high incomes and those with low
incomes widened. In 2013, the disposable income of a high income household
was over two and a half times larger than that of a low income household. That
is to say, between 1988 and 2013, the income inequality ratio increased from
2.24 to 2.62. The income inequality ratio peaked at 2.74 in 2004. This income
inequality trend is shown in figure 4.6 below.
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Figure 4.6: Income inequality trend (source: Ministry of Social Development)

The proportion of the population living in households with low incomes has also
increased since 1988. In 2013, the proportion of the population with household
disposable incomes below 60% and 50% of median income was 18% and 9%,

Figure 4.7: Proportion of population low household incomes (source: Ministry of Social
Development)

respectively. The proportion of the population with low household disposable
incomes increased steadily from 1998 to a peak in 2004, as is shown in
figure 4.7.

For lower income households, high housing costs relative to income are often associated with severe financial difficulty, and can leave households with insufficient income
to meet other basic needs such as food, clothing, transport, medical care and education. Affordable housing is therefore important for people’s well-being. High outgoings
to income ratios are not as critical for higher income earners, as there is sufficient income left for their basic needs.
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Infometrics presents a housing affordability index which is the ratio of the median house price to average annual earnings. A higher ratio, therefore, suggests that median
houses cost a greater multiple of typical incomes, which indicates lower housing affordability. This index shows that housing is relatively affordable in Kaipara with a score
of 6.92 compared to New Zealand 8.9 and Auckland 12.81.
The affordability of rental homes is similarly important, especially as many lower income households cannot afford to buy their own home. Average weekly rent in the
Kaipara was $249 in 2015. This compares to $347 in New Zealand, $253 in the Far North, $284 in Whangarei, $272 in Northland and $446 in Auckland.
Infometrics presents a rental affordability index which is the ratio of the average weekly rent to average weekly earnings. A higher ratio, therefore, suggests that average
rents cost a greater multiple of typical incomes, which indicates lower rental affordability. This index shows that renting is little more affordable in Kaipara (scoring 0.277)
than in Northland (0.285) and only slightly more affordable than New Zealand overall (0.322) while Auckland was less affordable (0.38).
The following table offers some indications of the levels of rates paid to city, district and regional councils on a regional basis. The noticeable trends in this table are as
follows:


per capita rates are highest in Otago and Nelson, Tasman and Marlborough and lowest in Auckland;



rates have risen the most, on both a per capita and total basis in Nelson-Tasman and Bay of Plenty followed closely by Northland;



rates have risen the least, especially on a per capita basis in Auckland (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
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Table 4.3: Local government rates on a regional basis 2004/2013 (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).

4.8

Local government financial position

New Zealand’s councils own a broad range of community assets worth more than $120 billion. These include 90% of New Zealand's road network, the bulk of the
country's water and wastewater networks, and libraries, recreation and community facilities.
Local government expenditure is approximately $8.5 billion dollars, representing approximately 4% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and 11% of all public expenditure.
There has been a general deterioration of New Zealand’s local government operating position over the decade 2004 to 2013. Between 2004 and 2008 local government
generated an average annual surplus of $90 million but over the following five years this position deteriorated to an average annual deficit of $433 million. Granted, most
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of this deficit can be attributed to Auckland Council, but even if Auckland is excluded the remaining local authorities racked up an average annual deficit of $178 million,
compared with an average annual surplus of $124 million over the previous five years (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
The size of the operating deficits in Auckland and the extent to which these weigh on nation-wide figures is significant. Deficits generated by Auckland Council and its
subsidiaries were around 10% of its operating revenue and, somewhat coincidentally, were of the size which could be eliminated if Auckland ratepayers paid the same
per capita rates bill as other New Zealand ratepayers (refer to previous section). Also of note is the size of the operating deficit in Northland, which is over 10% of
operating revenue and comes at the end of significant rates increases (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
The estimates of operating surpluses or deficits are simply the differences between operating revenues and operating expenditures on an annual basis. These estimated
operating surpluses and deficits are set out in the following table.
Table 4.4: Local government operating revenues and surpluses 2004/2013 (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
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This increasing indebtedness overall is reflected in rising rates of per capita debt both in Auckland and elsewhere.

In Auckland, on a per capita basis, council

indebtedness increased more than five-fold between 2004 and 2013, from $813 per person to $4,248 per person. Across the rest of New Zealand such indebtedness grew
three-fold from $805 per person in 2004 to $2401 in 2013.
Interest costs have also increased as a share of Council’s expenses in line with these debt increases. In Auckland interest costs accounted for 5.4% of rates revenue in
2004, and by 2013 this share had risen almost three and a half times to 18.5%. For the rest of New Zealand this increase was more modest, from 5.4% of rates revenue in
2004 to 9.1% in 2013. Although Auckland is the run-away winner in the share of rates spent on interest, other regions also well ahead of the pack include Bay of Plenty
and Tasman (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
Local government debt by region and the burden of this debt on ratepayers is shown in the table below.
Table 4.5: Local government debt burden 2004 and 2013 (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
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Table 4.6 below reports the total liabilities (effectively total monies owed, including both non-current liabilities such as debts, as well as current liabilities such as employee
entitlements and trade payables) of councils in 2004 and 2013 while table 4.7 offers estimates of the burden of these liabilities on residents and ratepayers (source: The
Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015). Over this period consumer prices rose by just under 26%, so the four-fold increase in total liabilities
identified in the table below, and the three-fold increase in the per-capita burden of this debt need to be seen in this context. The table below indicates that across the
whole local government sector total liabilities, as a proportion of operating revenue, more than doubled from 70% in 2004 to 169% in 2013. As with other local government
financial indicators Auckland has contributed to the majority of this shift. In Auckland total liabilities as a proportion of operating revenue increased more than three-fold
from 79% in 2004 to 258% in 2013. A similar increase occurred in Canterbury, although much of this was due to the 2010 and 2011 earthquakes. Outside of Auckland
local government indebtedness as a proportion of operating revenue doubled from 67% in 2004 to 129% in 2013, clearly indicating a structural shift in local councils’
finances.
Table 4.6: Local government liabilities 2004 and 2013 (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
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Table 4.7: Local government debt burden 2004 and 2013 (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
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Table 4.8 below reports the distribution of grants, subsidies and donations received by councils between 2004 and 2013 and on a regional basis.
Table 4.8: Distribution of grants, subsidies and donations to local government 2004/2008 (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).

Two things are immediately apparent from the data in the above table. The first is the extent to which Auckland and Canterbury have been the only beneficiaries of
changes in the value and distribution of grants and subsidies from central government to local government. The average annual value of such subsidies and grants rose
by $287 million between the 2004/2008 period and the 2009/2013 period, from $694 million to $981 million. From this increase Auckland received an increase of
$211 million each year, while Canterbury gained a further $92 million annually. In other words, the remainder of New Zealand got less, even in nominal terms, and in fact
10 of the 16 regions received reductions of 10% or more. Such reductions are in nominal terms so the real reductions will be in the order of 35%.
The second apparent point from data offered in the above table is the inequity in the new distributions, even on a population basis, yet alone on a needs or income basis.
Auckland and Canterbury comprise 47% of the country’s population yet are receiving 58% of grants and subsidies. While many regions are close to parity between the
shares of grants and subsidies and population, Waikato and Bay of Plenty are the outright losers. Combined these regions make up 16% of the national population and
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yet receive only 8% of the subsidies and grants (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).

Consider also that Auckland and

Canterbury, together with Wellington, have the top three highest household incomes in the nation.
The local government debt and liability figures presented earlier in this section offer some stark insights into the vulnerable status of local government in many regions,
especially in regions, which according to indicators offered elsewhere in this document, are not doing well. This is especially the case for Northland and Waikato and also
to some extent for Bay of Plenty and Manawatu-Wanganui. The apparent favoured status of Canterbury is most likely a consequence of the earthquake recovery and
re-build, although closer analysis is required to confirm this (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
Auckland’s situation, at least in local government terms, is compelling although not from an equity perspective. While median incomes in the region are generally higher
than in other parts of New Zealand, the per capita rates take is significantly less. There are probably a number of reasons for this including the fact that Aucklanders pay
their water charges directly rather than through rates, as is often the practice in other regions. It does, however, seem that some of this lower level of local taxation is a
matter of local choice. This local choice appears to have two consequences; rising debt and a growing expectation of higher subsidies from central government. The data
offered above suggests that both these consequences are playing out.
The preference given to Auckland in terms of central government subsidies is difficult to explain against the Government’s growth model and other priorities. This
preference appears to be carried over into funding from the New Zealand Land Transport Fund where, in 2013/2014, Auckland received nearly 37% or $1.1 billion of the
Fund’s $2.9 billion budget. At the same time Auckland accounted for around 31% of the national vehicle fleet. These priorities are at the expense of other regions, as is
demonstrated by declining subsidies (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
While these funding shifts are no doubt decided by funding policies, from the distributions being achieved it would appear that neither the policies nor these distributions
are addressing the challenges faced by regions with dispersed, aging and often poorer populations. This failure is leading to continuing under-investment in infrastructural
renewals alongside rising levels of debt, as well as growing problems with debt servicing. As many local populations age further the ability of these regions to sustain
themselves socially and fiscally is in some doubt, and it appears that the present policies that direct subsidies and grants from central to local government are not
addressing this challenge. Auckland’s fiscal position appears amongst the worst of local governments in New Zealand, although for different reasons to those of other
regions (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
One outcome of the current struggle which parts of Kaipara, Northland and many other North Island regions are having with aging populations, minimal population growth
and high levels of dependency, is that their ability to support local infrastructure and services is diminishing. While it is difficult to identify the exact causes of this trend it
must in part be due to aging infrastructure and the inability of local households to afford the costs of maintaining this infrastructure. For example, in a 2014 report the
Office of the Auditor-General (OAG) warned that:
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“Managing the funding and timing for infrastructure development in areas of growth is challenging. For most of the last hundred years, as a country, we have built
for growth. Now, up to nine regions face declining forecasts. For places in these regions managing networked infrastructure services in conditions of economic
and population decline while standard and service-level expectations increase might be more than challenging. Although New Zealand has seen population
movements before, today’s population and economic changes could present funding and infrastructure challenges with which we have little experience.”
The OAG found that over the 2013/2014 financial year 21 local authorities spent less than their depreciation allowance on asset renewal and other capital expenditures
and that six of these councils spent less than 40% of this depreciation allowance. The OAG also estimated overall that asset renewals on roads was around 91% of
depreciation, while that on wastewater assets was 58% and on stormwater assets just 32%. Renewal spending on community and social assets was expected to fall from
85% of depreciation in 2012/2013 to 45% in 2021/2022. Over this 10 year period the ‘renewals/depreciation gap’ - the difference between depreciation expenses and
renewals expenditure, was estimated at between $6 billion and $7 billion (source: The Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit May 2015).
The Expert Advisory Group on Local Government Infrastructure Efficiency (EAG) also recognised ‘that significant issues are aging infrastructure, affordability against rising
standards and customer expectations, as well as changing demographics affecting the ability of the community to pay’. In considering New Zealand’s demographic
change the EAG commented that:
“Although it may be a generalisation, we consider the situation paints an emerging picture of “two New Zealand’s.” One is urban, more wealthy and younger, and
able to afford high standards of environmental health and public facilities. The other is rural, poorer and older, facing population decline and a future of living with
lower standards and lesser service. Of course this does not apply across the board, much less within each council area. Nevertheless, it is a broad reflection of
the demographic reality that is fast emerging and which we consider to be so profound that it needs to be a basic premise of local government decision-making in
all aspects of infrastructure delivery.”
Overall, the above discussion provides a wakeup call for local government to consider its financial position and long term sustainability. Rising debt burdens and
infrastructure renewal commitments coupled with the decreasing ability of many communities to raise funds is a worrying trend which the local government sector will need
to address. Kaipara District Council is in no way immune to this trend with many of its communities already facing these challenges. The above also draws attention to the
disparity between regions when receiving grants and subsidies from central government. It is apparent that some regions, particularly Auckland, are receiving greater
assistance from central government at the expense of other regions. Northland councils might consider advocating collectively to central government to request greater
financial assistance for the region’s needs.
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5

Customer Expectations

Kaipara District Council’s customers have varying expectations of the quality and variety of services they expect from their Council. Living up to these expectations can be
a challenge for Kaipara District Council as it has a small and relatively poor rating base coupled with a geographically large district and extensive roading network. Council
will need to work in partnership with its communities and manage available funds prudently if it is to provide the services its communities’ desires while keeping rates
affordable.
To assess its performance at meeting the community’s expectations, Council commissions an annual Residents Survey. The June 2016 survey reveals that Kaipara
District Council has a poor overall reputation with an overall benchmark score of 36 where results below 60 are considered to be ‘poor’. This compares to a score of just
29 out of 100 for local government nationally indicating that Kaipara is not alone in this respect. The majority of Kaipara residents surveyed were classified as ‘sceptics’,
having negative perceptions of the work that Council delivers to the community; they have little trust and doubt Council’s vision and leadership. Only a quarter of residents
are ‘champions’ who evaluate performance favourably, while 59% are ‘sceptics’ who evaluate performance poorly. Indications are that the reputation profile is very similar
across ethnicities with Māori being only slightly more sceptical. Older people are considerably more likely to be ‘Champions’ where younger age groups show an
increasing level of scepticism. Residents in the Dargaville Ward were typically more satisfied with Council than those in the Otamatea and West Coast/Central Wards.
Clearly there is potential to improve Council’s reputation by demonstrating greater transparency with spending and by demonstrating wise spending and investment
decisions and by improving the reputation it has with regard to quality of its services.
Figure 5.1 below shows Council’s overall performance across the main services and facilities it offers. On the whole just over six in ten (62%) residents are satisfied with
the services and facilities Council provides with those in the West Coast/Central Ward being less satisfied with value for money compared to the other wards.
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Figure 5.1: Overall Performance: Services and facilities June 2016 (source: Kaipara Annual Residents Survey 2016)

The above shows that residents are very satisfied with Council’s performance in delivering public facilities, particularly its library services and parks and sports fields. Of
those residents who use the Council’s library in Dargaville, just over nine in ten (91%) are satisfied. Satisfaction with Council’s response to request for building permits and
resource consents is also good as are the 3 Waters.

Just over eight in ten residents who make use of Council’s 3 Waters services are satisfied. Residents are least

satisfied with the surface of Council’s unsealed roads, especially in the West Coast/Central Ward where only 18% are satisfied. Almost two-thirds of residents that are
dissatisfied with the surface of Council’s unsealed roads gave poor maintenance and repairs as their reason. Poor maintenance and repairs followed by potholes are the
two top reasons for dissatisfaction with Council’s sealed roads.
Just over one-third (35%) are satisfied with Council’s financial management.
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Figure 5.2 below shows Council’s overall performance in terms of democracy and overall value. This figure finds that both quality of life in the Kaipara district and
community spirit are rated highly by its residents at 89% and 79% respectively.

Figure 5.2: Overall Performance: Council, contact and value summary June 2016 (source: Kaipara Annual Residents Survey 2016)

Figure 5.2 also shows that ease of making contact with the Council is rated high by residents (83% satisfied) while just over two-thirds (67%) are satisfied with the time
taken to obtain information or resolve a problem.
However, Council scored very poorly in terms of involving the public in decision-making. According to the June 2016 survey, issues involving the Kai Iwi lakes, particularly
those associated with powerboats and the cutting down of trees, are the top reasons for residents to dislike Council’s actions, decisions or management. As is shown in
Figure 5.3 below, this corresponds with the percentage of residents who rate Council’s plans for the future as being in the best interests of the district having fallen from
51% in 2015 to 39% in June 2016 (the period over which the Draft Kai Iwi Lakes (Taharoa Domain) Reserve Management Plan and Draft Kai Iwi Lakes (Taharoa Domain)
Powerboats Bylaw have been open for consultation). This shows how a single issue can have a big effect on Council’s reputation.
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By contrast, table 5.1 also shows that satisfaction with Council’s response for Building Permits and Resource Consents improved markedly between 2015 and June 2016
rising form 63% satisfaction to 82% and from 36% to 67% respectively. This follows major improvements to the way Council processes these consents being made over
this time.
Table 5.1: Perceptions of Council services: changes between 2015 and June 2016 (source: Kaipara Annual Residents Survey 2016)

At a national level, the Inaugural New Zealand Local Government Survey 2015 of close to 3,000 citizens and businesses across New Zealand found that:


public and business satisfaction with local government services across the country is generally good;



there is low awareness of the wide range of services local government provides and the services tend to be under-valued, especially as they affect people’s daily lives;



local government is seen to play an important role in developing the prosperity and well-being of New Zealand, although there is a sense that local government can
achieve more than it does;



local government performance factors such as financial management and community leadership are viewed as current weaknesses, although local engagement is
generally working; and



local government does not enjoy a strong reputation with the public and businesses.
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Figure 5.3 below shows the top three and bottom three performing council services in the eyes of both the public and the business community nationally.

Figure 5.3: Top three and bottom three ratings for local government in New Zealand (source: Inaugural New Zealand Local Government Survey 2015)

On a comparable basis, New Zealand local government service satisfaction is rated similarly to countries such as the United Kingdom and Australia.

The Local

Government Survey will be conducted annually and is available at www.lgnz.co.nz.
5.1

Absentee ratepayers

Absentee ratepayers (property owners who live outside the district) tend to be of two kinds, those who own property as an investment and rent it to permanent residents,
and those who own holiday houses at which they are only resident for part of the year. By reviewing rating data and occupied versus unoccupied housing data, it has been
found that absentee ratepayers can make up a significant part of some communities in holiday areas, especially Mangawhai. These areas are important as they are those
in which our district’s growth is occurring.
It is also useful to acknowledge that the absentees create different demands on Council services. They will often have higher service level expectations and will be present
in ‘larger’ numbers during peak holiday periods resulting in fluctuating demands on Council’s services.
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By linking the location of a property to the location given by the owner’s postal address it is possible to gain an indication of what percentage of Kaipara’s ratepayers live
permanently in the district and what percentage are non-resident. This analysis is shown in table 5.2 below. The three columns give the number and percentage of
properties in; the Kaipara district, Mangawhai Area and Rest of Kaipara excluding Mangawhai, owned by people in different areas of New Zealand and overseas. Note
that this analysis includes all properties; rateable and non-rateable. Dummy and parent properties (also known as Header Properties) were removed where they could be
easily identified. This analysis was undertaken in 2013 and has not been updated since:
Table 5.2: Ratepayer postal address summary (source: Kaipara District Council)

Summary of Ratepayer Postal Address
Total Kaipara

Mangawhai
Rest of Kaipara
Far North
Whangarei
Wellsford
Warkworth
Rest of Auckland
Waikato
Wellington
Rest of NZ
Overseas
Total

Number of
Properties
1,568
8,201
115
711
67
124
3,723
246
141
158
211
15,265

Mangawhai

10%
54%
1%
5%
0%
1%
24%
2%
1%
1%
1%

Number of
Properties
1,556
129
13
91
35
43
2,001
51
23
29
76

100%

4,047

% of total

% of total
38%
3%
0%
2%
1%
1%
49%
1%
1%
1%
2%
100%

Rest of Kaipara (excluding
Mangawhai)
Number of
% of total
Properties
12
0%
8072
72%
102
1%
620
6%
32
0%
81
1%
1,722
15%
195
2%
118
1%
129
1%
135
1%
11,218

100%

Based on the above, approximately 72% of ratepayers in the Kaipara district (excluding Mangawhai) reside within the district and 28% outside the district. For Mangawhai,
41% reside within the district and 50% in Auckland.
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Figure 5.4 below shows how percentages of resident and non-resident ratepayers vary across the Statistics New Zealand CAUs in the district. This analysis reveals that
the percentage of Kaipara property owners with an Auckland postal address is greater in eastern areas.

Figure 5.4: Percentages of resident and non-resident ratepayers (source: Kaipara District Council)

It should be noted that the above analysis of ratepayers’ postal addresses does not distinguish between those who own property as an investment and rent it out (i.e. the
property is occupied permanently) and those who own property as a holiday home (i.e. the property is unoccupied for most of the year). An analysis of unoccupied versus
occupied dwellings gives a better understanding of potential population fluctuations due to holiday home owners. This analysis shows that Mangawhai’s population may
increase by 112%, more than double, during holiday periods.
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The proportion of unoccupied to occupied dwellings in the district (excluding Mangawhai) has been increasing by around 1.6% per year based on historical figures from
2006 to 2013. This suggests the district’s absentee population may also be increasing in number.
By comparison, the proportion of unoccupied dwellings in Mangawhai has been decreasing by 0.5% per year since 2006. This suggests more people are moving
permanently to Mangawhai and hence the town’s absentee population will be decreasing as a percentage of the total population (source: Statistics New Zealand – June
2014).
It is anticipated these trends will continue and intensify as the nation’s aging population results in more holiday home owners retiring permanently to their holiday houses in
areas such as Mangawhai while the ongoing trend towards centralisation will result in more properties in rural areas being owned by outside investors.
Council will need to consider these trends when planning consultation (e.g. notices in local papers may fail to be seen by absentee ratepayers). Council will also need to
keep these trends in mind when considering statistics which are based on the usually resident population of a community (e.g. median household income) as these
statistics will fail to consider those who own property in an area but whose primary place of residence and source of income is elsewhere.
6

Physical

6.1

Natural environment

New Zealand is facing challenges in sustainably managing its natural environment. These challenges include declining quality of freshwater and declining biodiversity.
Council is working to address species loss through its participation in the Northland Kiwi Forum Working Group which is working to protect kiwi and their habitat. In
particular, Council is working with its animal control contractor to prevent the effects of wondering dogs on kiwi.
At a national level, the Government has recently launched the Predator Free New Zealand 2015 initiative. This will see central government working with other agencies
and community groups to launch an integrated, large-scale effort to eradicate predators. It will be achieved by supporting new and existing conservation projects and
primary sector pest control.
A new company, Predator Free New Zealand Ltd (PFNZ), will be formed to work with communities, attract co-investors and accelerate the scale of pest control.
The initiative has the following goals to be achieved by 2025.


Increase by one million hectares the areas of New Zealand where predators are suppressed;



Demonstrate predator removal in areas of mainland New Zealand of 20,000 hectares;



Remove all mammalian predators from New Zealand’s offshore island nature reserves; and



Develop science solutions that remove at least one small mammal predator from the New Zealand mainland.
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Freshwater quality is also a key concern for New Zealand. A particular concern for Kaipara is the quality of water flowing off the land and entering the Kaipara and
Mangawhai Harbours. To address this, Council is a participating partner in the Integrated Kaipara Harbour Management Group (IKHMG). The shared and common vision
of IKHMG is ‘a healthy and productive Kaipara Harbour’. IKHMG was initiated by Te Uri o Hau in 2005 on behalf of Ngati Whatua to achieve this vision by bringing
together the different agencies responsible for managing the Harbour and its catchment so as to allow for integrated management. This multi-stakeholder forum is proving
successful in beginning to address the many and extensive environmental problems effecting the Kaipara Harbour and its environment.
Council is also working with the Mangawhai community and local iwi to restore the health of the Mangawhai Harbour. The presence of the Mangawhai Harbour
Restoration Society and their dredge in this harbour make full restoration rather than merely halting degradation an exciting prospect.
6.2

Weather and climate

6.2.1 Present weather and climate
Northland, with its northern location, low elevation and close proximity to the sea is characterised by a mild, humid and rather windy climate. Summers are warm and tend
to be humid, while winters are mild, with many parts of the region having only a few light frosts each year. Rainfall is typically plentiful all year round with sporadic very
heavy falls. However dry spells do occur, especially during summer and autumn. Most parts of Northland receive about 2,000 hours of sunshine per year. It can be very
windy in exposed areas and occasionally Northland experiences gales (source NIWA).
Mean annual temperatures in Northland are typically between 14°C and 16˚C, with a mean annual temperature range (difference between summer and winter) averaging
just 8.1˚C. The mean annual temperature for the region north of Auckland City is the highest for any part of New Zealand (source NIWA). Figure 6.1 below shows the
median annual average temperature as it varies across Northland.
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Figure 6.1: Northland median annual average temperature (source NIWA)

The airflow over Northland is predominantly from the southwest. This is particularly so in winter and spring, however in summer the proportion of winds from the easterly
quarter, especially in eastern districts, about equals that from the southwest.
Northland’s proximity to the sea and low altitude causes winds to be very moist with abundant rainfall throughout the region. Rainfall distribution patterns are related to
topography with rainfalls ranging from about 1,000 mm in low-lying coastal areas, to approximately 2,000 mm at higher elevations. The following figure shows the
distribution of median annual rainfall based on the 1981/2010 period.
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Figure 6.2: Northland median annual total rainfall 1981-2010 (source NIWA)

Seasonal influences on rainfall distribution are also quite well-defined. The table below lists monthly rainfall norms and percentages of annual totals for the period
1981/2010 for selected weather stations.
This table clearly shows that rainfall is greater during the winter, June to August, period.
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Table 6.1: Monthly rainfall norms and % of annual totals (source NIWA)

The figure below shows region-wide variability in days of soil moisture deficit per year (days when there is not enough soil moisture to sustain plant growth without
irrigation) for the period 1981/2010. The figure shows that, in an average year, there is between 60 and 70 days of soil moisture deficit for most areas of the Kaipara.
The area around Mangawhai appears to be particularly dry. It should be noted however, that this model does not take soil type into account. Free-draining sandy soils
such as those in the western Kaipara will therefore likely have more days of soil moisture deficit than indicated by this figure.
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Figure 6.3: Northland median annual days of soil moisture deficit (source NIWA)

From this we see that Kaipara has a pleasant climate with reasonably consistent warm temperatures and plentiful rain and sunshine. However, rainfall is not consistent
throughout the year with the risk of both floods and droughts. This creates problems for Kaipara’s primary industries and for Council which has a role in supplying
potable water, flood protection (together with Northland Regional Council), land drainage and repairing storm damage to roads.
Extreme weather events, such as droughts and storms regularly endanger essential services and the prosperity of Northland’s primary industries. In addition to being hit
by four droughts in the past six years, Northland was also hit by severe flooding in July 2014. Both the lack and abundance of rain can therefore pose significant
problems for Council infrastructure with heavy rain causing slips and flooding and droughts causing water restrictions.
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6.2.2 Climate change
New Zealand has committed to playing its part in reducing carbon emissions by signing the Paris Agreement on climate change. Under the Paris Agreement, countries
including New Zealand are expected to agree to implement measures to achieve net zero carbon emissions by mid-late this century, to hold the increase in the global
average temperature to below 2°C. By 2030, New Zealand’s stated goal is to reduce emissions to 30% below 2005 levels. Strong targets are necessary if we are to
avoid the worst predicted impacts of climate change (source: Local Government New Zealand). Currently, New Zealand contributes approximately 0.2% of global
greenhouse gas emissions (largely through agriculture and transport).
New Zealand’s most emissions-intensive industries are different to many other developed countries, creating unique challenges for New Zealand in reducing emissions.
Figure 6.4 shows emissions by sector for New Zealand compared with ‘Annex 1’ countries (those considered by the United Nations to be developed countries).
New Zealand has half the emissions from energy and six times the emissions from agriculture than the Annex 1 average.

Figure 6.4: New Zealand’s greenhouse gas emissions by sector versus the Annex 1 average (source: United Nations ‘Greenhouse Gas Emissions Profiles for Annex 1 Parties’)
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It should be noted that projections of climate change depend on future greenhouse gas emissions which are uncertain. Also, global climate models used to predict future
climate vary in their sensitivity to these emissions. The combination of these factors means that projections of future climate are usually expressed as a range of likely
values. The information presented below is mostly from "middle-of-the-range" climate change projections.
The current predictions for New Zealand are for:


Rising sea levels: New Zealand sea levels are expected to continue rising to 2050 and continue rising for centuries in all emissions scenarios (just under 1m by late
this century under a mid-range scenario);



Higher temperatures: Warming is expected to continue (0.8 degrees by 2090 in a low carbon emissions scenario; 3.5 degrees by 2090 in a high carbon scenario),
with greater extremes in the temperatures observed;



Regional rainfall changes: Rainfall change is expected to be strongly regional, with increased droughts in the east and north of the North Island. Extreme rainfall is
also expected to increase; and



More intense tropical cyclones: New Zealand is expected to experience stronger, but fewer, tropical cyclones (source: New Zealand Climate Change Centre
‘Climate Change: IPCC Fifth Assessment Report – New Zealand Findings’).

Some of the expected impacts of climate change include:


More frequent flooding of settled areas and areas of cultural and historic significance;



The potential for an influx of climate-induced refugees from neighbouring Pacific nations affected by sea level rise;



The need to respond more frequently to more damaging natural events including droughts, fires, floods and tropical cyclones; and



Changing industry prevalence nationally and regionally for agriculture and other industries directly and indirectly affected by climate change.

A strong theme in these impacts is the unequal ways our communities will be directly affected. Sea level rise clearly affects coastal communities most (although impacts
can flow inland along waterways and be felt through a rising water table) and agricultural regions will also be affected in different ways. Some of the direct impacts may
be positive in some areas, while other areas will suffer from reduced rainfall and prolonged drought. Figure 6.5 overlays the expected impacts of climate change on
rainfall patterns with the current prevalence of agriculture throughout the regions.
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Figure 6.5: Interaction between agriculture and expected rainfall change (Schiff Consulting)

At a regional level, Northland temperatures are likely to be around 0.9˚C warmer by 2040 and 2.1˚C warmer by 2090, compared to 1990. To put this in perspective,
consider that average temperatures were only 4˚C cooler than the present during the height of the last iceage (20,000 years ago); hence slight variations in average
temperature can have a large effect on the Earth’s climate. By the end of the century, Northland is projected to have about 45-70 extra days per year where maximum
temperatures exceed 25˚C (source: Ministry for the Environment (MFE)).
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New Zealand tide records show an average rise in relative mean sea level of 1.7 mm per year over the 20th Century. Sea levels are expected to continue to increase.
The Ministry for the Environment (MFE) recommends planning for future sea level rise of at least 0.5m, along with consideration of the consequences of a mean sea
level rise of at least 0.8m (relative to the 1980/1999 average) by the 2090s. Coastal roads and infrastructure are expected to face increased risk from coastal erosion
and inundation, increased storminess and sea level rise (source: MFE). This also has implications for Council’s stopbanks and flood protection works. The height of
these may need to be increased to allow for sea level rise and the increasing severity of storm surges and rainfall events.
Changes in rainfall are also expected for Northland, with the possibility of more extremes of wet and dry. The maps below show the projected trend in annual average
rainfall that could be expected by 2050 and 2100, compared to the average for 1980/1999 (source: Ministry of Primary Industries (MPI)). Average annual rainfall is likely
to decrease by up to 4% in Auckland and western Northland and by 5%-10% in the north and east of the region. With this comes a consequent increase in drought risk
(source MPI).

Figure 6.6: Projected annual mean rainfall change (source: NIWA)
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There is already large natural variability in extreme rainfall frequency in Northland from year to year and decade to decade. With climate change, Northland is expected
to have more frequent and intense heavy rainfall events during the 21st Century in addition to this natural variability (source: MFE).
The intensity of ex-tropical cyclones is likely to increase and when these occur there will be an increased risk of damage from heavy rain and strong winds. More heavy
rainfall will increase the risk of flooding, which could become up to four times as frequent by 2090. Changes to flood plains resulting from a higher number of floods may
damage infrastructure (source: MFE).
It can also be noted that the number of storms crossing the Tasman Sea is expected to increase in summer and decrease in winter by the end of the century. However,
the intensity of these storms is likely to decrease in both summer and winter (source: MFE).
More frequent, intense rainfall will require ongoing improvements in erosion control and better drainage particularly in the vegetable growing areas where crops are
grown in loose (ploughed) soil (source MPI). There will also be consequences for local and regional infrastructure including: land drainage; flood protection; community
water schemes; culverts and bridges; erosion control; farm dams; water reticulation and irrigation (source MPI).
By 2090, the time Northland spends in drought is likely to range from minimal change through to more than double, depending upon the climate model and emissions
scenario considered. More frequent droughts are likely to lead to further water shortages, increased demand for irrigation and increased risk of wild fires (source: MFE).
Over the 21st Century, lower river flows are anticipated in the east and north of the North Island as well as in the northeast of the South Island (source: New Zealand
Climate Change Centre).
Agriculture may be hindered by the negative effects of climate change such as prolonged drought, increased flood risk, or greater frequency and intensity of storms.
However, if these adverse effects can be mitigated, such as by providing dams for flood protection and irrigation, then farmers will likely benefit from faster growth of
pasture and better crop growing conditions (source: MFE).
Production of some crops, such as kiwifruit, is likely to become uneconomic in Northland by 2050 due to a lack of winter chilling. However, warmer temperatures, a
longer growing season and frosts becoming rare could provide opportunities to grow more subtropical crops such as avocados and citrus (source: MFE).
Northland could experience increases in temperate pasture yield, although high summer temperatures could become increasingly limiting over time. The extent to which
any production gains are realised in pastoral systems will depend strongly on changes in pasture composition (source MPI). Subtropical grasses such as kikuyu and
paspalum are already widespread and will likely become more so (source MPI).
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Animal health effects could include increased heat stress on cattle and increased incidence of diseases such as facial eczema. Lower winter rainfall in eastern Northland
could improve conditions for rearing young livestock during the cold months (source MPI).
There may be an increase in the occurrence of summer water-borne and food-borne diseases such as Salmonella. There could also be an increased risk from some
vector-borne diseases such as Dengue fever and the Ross River virus (source: MFE). Increased problems with insect pests are also likely (source MPI).
Overall, the extent to which any change in the region’s climate affects the Kaipara and its people will depend on their ability to adapt to a changing environment. As
shown above, climate change will bring both challenges and potential opportunities for the district.
6.3

Coastal

Kaipara’s coastal resources can be broadly grouped into two types; the exposed west and east coasts and the sheltered Kaipara and Mangawhai Harbours.
The west coast beaches are challenged by their remoteness and dangerous swimming conditions making them less suitable for holidaymakers and tourists. However,
for those with local knowledge or for the more experienced, these beaches offer numerous recreation opportunities. Kaipara’s Ripiro Beach runs continuously almost the
entire length of the district from Pouto to Maunganui Bluff. This long, wide, continuous beach also serves as a road, is part of the Kaipara Missing Link Cycleway and
provides recreational opportunities e.g. for horse trekking and fishing.
The East Coast of the district is comparatively limited in geographic extent, extending from Bream Tail in the north to the district boundary (just north of Te Arai Point) in
the south. This area is characterised by its distinctive and popular surf and white sandy beaches. The coast is recognised as an area of significant and outstanding
landscape value and also for its ecological values.
The Kaipara Harbour is New Zealand’s largest estuarine ecosystem and one of the largest harbours in the southern hemisphere. It has high ecological importance as a
major nursery for commercial and recreational fish species, potentially affecting the fish stocks of much of the upper North Island’s west coast.
The key challenge facing the harbour is management of sediment and, to a lesser extent, nutrients and pathogens washing into streams and rivers across its
640,000 hectare catchment. Better land use management is needed to protect the harbour. Council is currently addressing this through its support of, and involvement
with, the Integrated Kaipara Harbour Management Group (IKHMG).
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The Mangawhai Harbour is recognised for its cultural, landscape, ecological and heritage values. Activities in the Harbour catchment include farming, urban and rural
residential living and recreation. The Mangawhai Harbour experiences pressures from stormwater and recreational use, and these are likely to increase as the area’s
population grows. Key issues will be managing the health of the harbour and the stability of the harbour entrance (which is characterised by an active sand spit), as well
as protecting the area’s natural character from development pressures.
6.4

Infrastructure

6.4.1 Roading
Summary
Kaipara District Council has its origins in the once local Roading Boards which were responsible for constructing and maintaining the district’s roads. Today Council’s
primary role remains as a Roading Controlling Authority. 68% of Council’s capital expenditure is spent on roading. For each $100 of general rate funds approximately
$46 is spent on roading.
Kaipara District Council manages a large roading network (1,574km) of which 72% or 1,126 kms are unsealed and 448 kms are sealed. The extent of unsealed roads in
the district is likely to remain significantly unchanged over the foreseeable future as NZTA’s priorities have made subsidised seal extensions almost impossible to attain.
Also part of Kaipara’s roading infrastructure are 353 bridges, 1,136 streetlights, 88kms of footpaths and more than 6,600 road traffic signs.
Overall, the Northland region has close to 750 kms of State Highways, which are sealed, and around 5,880 kms of local roads, of which 40% are sealed (source:
Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study).
The key interregional traffic and freight routes for the region comprise:


State Highway 1 linking Whangarei to Kaitaia and south to Auckland. State Highway 1 is the key route carrying 10,000 to 20,000 vehicles per day in some areas of
the highway near Whangarei;



State Highway 12 on the west linking Kaikohe and Dargaville and down to State Highway 1 at Brynderwyn.

These routes are supported by State Highway 14 between Dargaville and Whangarei and State Highway 10 between Pakaraka and Kaitaia. A further supporting route is
the Mangakahia/Otaika route which links State Highway 1 just south of Whangarei with Kaikohe.
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Kaipara’s roading network, together with the wider Northland network, faces a number of challenges which contribute to the high cost of road maintenance. These
include:


the isolated and rural nature of much of the district and its difficult topography;



unstable geology combined with regular high intensity rainfall events;



scarcity and high costs of roading materials, typically aggregates;



lower quality/strength of locally available roading aggregates; and



the comparatively high and growing number of heavy vehicle movements due to increasing freight volumes, typically logs.

Roading maintenance requirements are likely to increase as Northland forestry volumes are predicted to increase and truck movements to Northport continue to grow as
the port increases its freight handling.
Most of the effects on the roading network of increased forestry traffic will not start to be realised until 2035. However in the short term the amount of harvest is set to
increase requiring strengthening of approximately 90kms of Kaipara’s roading network (2kms of sealed and 88kms of unsealed). These road sections are above
Council’s normal managed strengthen programme and additional budgets to strengthen the unsealed road network that will be utilised by the forestry industry have been
programmed. However beyond 2035, the impact of forestry on the district’s roads will increase considerably (source: MWH, Forestry Roads: Kaipara District Council
Forestry Routes Submission, 2014).
Increasing the number of heavy vehicle movements will have a greater effect in Northland than in many other parts of the country as the region’s roads are made of a
softer roading aggregate and generally have poor quality subgrades.
Resilience
Past extreme weather events affecting Northland have drawn attention to the serious lack of resilience in the region’s roads. Notable incidents include three heavy rain
events in February, March and July 2007 that caused flooding and slips, blocking local roads and State Highways. Other heavy rain events and flooding occurred in
April 2008, January 2011, March 2012 and July 2014. The July 2014 event lasted for four days and, at one stage, saw the Far North severed from the rest of the country
for heavy vehicles.
The land form of Northland and the Kaipara district is predominantly rolling hill country and this has implications on the maintenance of roads. In Kaipara, the landform
overlays an Onerahi Chaos base-layer consisting of variable areas and densities of clay and other material. Uneven subsidence, often but not exclusively restricted to
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shoulder and road edge areas, is therefore a common issue in the Kaipara district. The uneven subsidence is not predictable and is further compounded by rainfall
events, the effects of which are also unpredictable.
Resilience issues are well recognised in the Northland region and investments in road improvements have been or are being made across the network, particularly
State Highway 1.
There remains several areas of low resilience in the region. Particular low resilient areas on State Highway 1 are the Brynderwyn Hills, where landslides occur in heavy
rain and Te Hana, where there is a single bridge which can be impacted by flooding or structural problems.
There are several other areas of resilience risk on State Highway 1, including Kamo Bypass, Otiria Stream (Moerewa) and Kawakawa; on State Highway 10 at Bulls
Gorge and Kaingaroa Bridge; and on State Highway 12 through Dargaville and at Mangatoa.
Apart from delays, when the roads are closed at key points, the diversion routes do not have sufficient capacity to take heavy vehicles. This was amply demonstrated in
2014 when State Highway 1 and State Highway 12 were closed, preventing access to the Far North for heavy vehicles. Local roads also experience closures from
flooding and road crashes (source: Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study).
NZTA has developed a national approach to the assessment and mitigation of resilience issues, largely based on the likelihood of an event occurring and the potential
disruption which would result. The criteria used to assess each route place a greater emphasis on the economic impacts of network disruption (compared to possible
social impacts), which to a large extent relate to the volumes of freight traffic on the route. State Highway 1 from Whangarei to the Brynderwyn Hills and from the
Brynderwyn Hills to the Puhoi Tunnels (Te Hana Bridge) achieves a high rating. Other areas of low resilience currently only achieve a low rating on these criteria. NZTA
is also working with the Northland Regional Council (NRC) and the district councils on the Flood Mitigation Group to identify and initiate flood mitigation work.
Low resilience and quality of roads has real effects on the efficiency of freight movements in the region. For example, Fonterra has noted that the standard of
Northland’s roads means that the costs of maintaining their tanker trucks can be up to three times the costs experienced in other regions. Resilience also impacts on
road safety and maintenance costs (source: Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study).
The figure below shows how Northland’s districts compare to the national median for expenditure on a kilometre of sealed local road. As can be seen, the three districts
of Northland (Kaipara, Far North and Whangarei) spend substantially more than the national median level of spend.

By contrast spending on State Highway

maintenance in the region is below the national median level of spend.
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Average Annual Expenditure for Sealed Roads 2007/08 - 2011/12 per
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Figure 6.7: Average annual expenditure for sealed roads 2014 (source: Kaipara District Council)

Road freight
Northland is responsible for about 7% of national road freight (despite having only 3.6% of New Zealand's population), much of which is generated by its primary
industries. As shown in the figure below, most of Northland’s freight flows comprise logs and wood products, petroleum (reflecting the presence of Refining NZ), lime,
cement and fertiliser, aggregates and dairy products.

Figure 6.8: Freight volumes to, from and within Northland, 2012 (million tonnes)(source: Tai Tokerau Regional Growth Study)
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The table below shows that most road freight movements are within the region, though limited quantities of freight are also transported to and from Auckland and to the
Waikato and Bay of Plenty (source: Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study).
Table 6.2: Northland road friend flows by origin or destination in 2012 (source: Tai Tokerau Regional Growth Study)

In 2012, around 14.8 million tonnes of freight was transported within, to and from Northland by road. Assuming an average payload of around 12 tonnes, this freight
volume represents around 1.2 million heavy commercial vehicle (HCV) movements in the region per annum. This is consistent with figures on average daily HCV
movements on parts of the network.
HCVs account for a relatively high proportion of traffic in some areas of Northland and typically represent about 7-15% of total traffic on State Highway 1 and
State Highway 12 (NZTA, 2013). In contrast to total traffic volumes, HCV flows have generally been growing on State Highway 1, particularly around the Port Marsden
Highway (26% growth per annum between 2009 and 2013) and at the Kamo Bypass (11% growth per annum). HCV flows on State Highway 12 have declined towards
the south however grown north of Dargaville (for example, 15% per annum growth near Kaihu). This reflects the expansion of forest harvesting in the area. In some
areas of State Highway 1 there is an average of 50-100 HCVs an hour using the road, particularly around Whangarei and the Port. This reflects that the majority of
Northland’s logs are exported through Northport near Whangarei which presently has no rail access.
Growth in HCV movements in Northland has been driven by increasing freight volumes. Estimated total freight within, to and from Northland increased by almost
5 million tonnes between 2007 and 2012. This represents strong growth of around 6.6% per annum. This is largely due to the significant increase in log and wood
product freight over that period.
According to the 2014 National Freight Demand Study, freight in Northland is forecast to increase by almost 40% in the region over the 30 years between 2012 and 2042
or by a more moderate rate of around 1.1% per annum (as shown in the table below). From this it is reasonable to assume a similar rate of growth in HCV movements in
the region, unless there are significant changes in freight transport mode e.g. a revival of rail.
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Table 6.3: Northland total freight flows, 2007, 2012 and 2042 forecast (m tonnes) (source: Tai Tokerau Regional Growth Study)

The figure below compares current and projected freight volumes in Northland to other regions in New Zealand.

Figure 6.9: Regional freight task (current and projected) (source: National Freight Demand Study 2014)
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This increase in the freight task will require extra resources to ensure levels of service on key freight routes are maintained.
As has been shown previously, logs and forestry products are the single largest component of road freight in Northland. Understanding forestry harvest trends is
therefore important for transport planning in the district and wider region.
The Ministry of Primary Industries has predicted an increase in Northland forestry production in the order of 75% for the period 2012/2040. Harvesting in the Kaipara
district for the year ended 2012 totalled 588,517m3 (source Statistics NZ) equating to 20,649 truck and trailer loads carrying logs originating in the Kaipara district and
using local roads that eventually connect to the State Highway network.
The 75% increase in tonnage harvested that is predicted will add potentially a further 15,486 truck movements that will increase at an incremental rate from the 2012
baseline figure of 20,649 to around 36,135 for the year 2040. This is to be carried on approximately 455kms of Kaipara local roads before it is carried onto the State
Highway network (source: Forestry Roads Kaipara District Council Forestry Routes Submission 2014).
The exact timing of harvesting will largely be dependent on the market and demand for timber predominantly in China and Asia. Commercial lots are more predictable
than private lots which may depend on individual owners’ perceptions of the market or current financial need to harvest.
That said, most of the new growth will not be ready for harvest until 2035 onwards, so significant effects on the roading network for the increased truck movements will
not start to be realised until 2035. However in the short term the amount of harvest is set to increase over the next four years.
The development of rail (see Section 6.3.2 Rail) could assist in reducing the freight burden on roads, especially for logs and other forestry products. However this is
currently viewed as a longer term ambition by the present government. There has instead been a recent move towards permitting 50 tonne vehicles on roads (subject to
some restrictions on certain bridges) and up to 66 tonne vehicles (the High Performance Motor Vehicle project) on designated State Highways and local roads. With
such a significant proportion of freight being logs, these higher payload carrying vehicles are increasingly preferred over the standard gross vehicle weight of 44 tonnes.
It should be noted that though heavier, these 50MAX vehicles do not necessarily do greater damage to road pavements as they have more wheels and so do not
necessarily have a higher axle loading than regular trucks. 50MAX vehicles do however place greater loads on bridges, some of which are currently not strong enough
to handle the extra weight. The use of HPMVs is therefore limited to specific routes reflecting constrained weight limits on some bridges.
NZTA has been working closely with councils to identify and implement a fit for purpose network of roads for HPMV and 50MAX vehicles. This includes a report
identifying the additional maintenance and operational costs that will be required over the next few years due to additional forestry loadings.
However, whilst these vehicles contribute to Northland’s economic growth and productivity, they do have an impact on road safety, bridge life and resilience.
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Dust issues on unsealed roads are also exacerbated by the increasing size, capacity and frequency of heavy vehicles using Northland’s roads. NRC has found that, at
times, dust produced by HCVs breaches national environmental standards on some roads.
Another issue is the interaction of HCVs and visitor traffic. Northland has a main tourist route, the Twin Coast Discovery Route, which goes up and down both coasts.
Some of this route is also on the main freight route and much of it is on secondary freight routes. Although traffic flows on some roads are relatively low, HCVs can result
in a reduced travel experience and lead to concerns about safety, which may be a factor influencing tourist traffic. This issue has been recognised with the construction
of a number of passing opportunities on State Highway 1 facilitating overtaking and so helping to reduce driver frustration and improve the level of service on this route.
However, the combination of the forecast growth in visitor numbers and forecast growth in HCVs will exacerbate perceptions and driver experience. The abundance of
HVCs on key touring routs has an even greater impact on the safety and comfort of cyclists.
Road safety
Table 6.4 below shows the number of reported road crashes for each of Northland’s districts over the last five years. The table shows there were a total of 66 road
accidents in Kaipara in 2015. These resulted in 87 people being injured, two of them fatally.
Table 6.4 : Road crashes in Northland (source: Ministry of Transport)

Number of crashes
DISTRICT
Name

2015 casualties

Year crash happened

Fatal Serious Minor
Total
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 injuries injuries injuries casualties

Far North

173

196

161

159

181

10

58

186

254

Whangarei

134

174

186

185

217

11

65

206

282

64

59

73

58

66

2

18

67

87

Kaipara

In 2015, Kaipara had a road casualty rate of 45.9 casualties per 10,000 people. This compares to a rate of 45.6 in the Far North, 36.6 in Whangarei and the national rate
of 29.7 (note for these calculations, population was measured as per the 2013 census). Figure 6.10 depicts how the rate of road crash casualties varied around the
country.
The Northland Transportation Alliance (NTA) and NZ Transport Agency (NZTA) will continue to work towards improving the safety of Northland’s roads.
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Figure 6.10: Road crash casualties per 10,000 people 2015 (source: Ministry of Transport)
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National financing
NZTA has announced that it will work in partnership with Local Government New Zealand (LGNZ) to invest $13.9 billion in the nation’s roads through its 2015-2018
National Land Transport Programme (NLTP). This represents a partnership between local authorities who invest local funding on behalf of ratepayers and NZTA which
invests national funding from taxes, charges and fees through the National Land Transport Fund (NLTF). The $13.9 billion investment includes $2.72 billion from local
government, with $10.5 billion from the NLTF and the remainder from the Crown. The $13.9 billion investment marks a 15% increase compared to the 2012-2015 NLTP.
The plan incorporates an update of Funding Assistance Rates (FAR) and the establishment of the One Network Road Classification (ONRC) system.

The

2015-2018 NLTP has been prepared with input from 16 regional transport committees and Auckland Transport developing and submitting regional land transport
programmes outlining activities to be prioritised for NLTP funding (source: LGNZ press release 30 June 2015).
One Network Road Classification
The ONRC involves categorising roads based on the functions they perform as part of an integrated national network. The classification will help local government and
NZTA to plan, invest in, maintain and operate the road network in a more strategic, consistent and affordable way throughout the country.
The ONRC project has three elements. The first is classifying roads into categories based on their function in the national network. This was completed in December
2013 following extensive engagement with road controlling authorities and other stakeholders.
The second element is the Customer Levels of Service (CLoS), which will define what the fit for purpose outcomes are for each category in terms of mobility, safety,
accessibility and amenity. The CLoS is currently in development and is being worked on at a national level.
The third element is the development of the performance measures and targets, which effectively determine how the categories and customer levels of service translate
into specific maintenance, operational and investment decisions.
The ONRC project is likely to lead to a review of the way in which NZTA subsidises local roads, including possible changes to the current levels of service supported by
NZTA. It is not yet certain if this will result in an increase or decrease in the support received by Council beyond 2018. The ONRC project is therefore an identified
opportunity for Council and one which it must continue to monitor and engage with.
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Puhoi to Warkworth motorway extension
The Puhoi to Warkworth motorway extension project will extend the four-lane Northern Motorway (State Highway 1) from the Johnstone’s Hill tunnels to just north of
Warkworth. This will reduce travel times to Auckland and support the growth of Warkworth as a satellite town to ease pressure on the Auckland housing market.
Warkworth together with Pukekohe have been identified as rural satellite towns in the Auckland Unitary Plan. Warkworth has potential to function as an employment and
service hub for the north and has the ability to accommodate significant growth over the long term.
Building a safer, more reliable State Highway 1 connection for motorists, freight and tourism will also encourage economic growth north of Warkworth, particularly in
centres such as Wellsford, Kaiwaka, Mangawhai and Maungaturoto.

Flow-on effects are also likely to be felt in other Northland centres however particularly in

Whangarei and the Marsden Point area as these growth areas are currently heavily reliant on State Highway 1 to provide a link to Auckland.
Construction of the Puhoi to Warkworth motorway will commence before the end of 2016 with the road expected to be completed and open by 2022 (source: NZTA Press
Release 03 November 2016).
6.4.2 Rail
Northland has two rail lines; the North Auckland Line (NAL) and the Dargaville Branch. Of these, the NAL augments State Highway 1 by providing an alternative route
for heavy freight between Whangarei and Auckland and, up until September 2016, the Far North as well. The Dargaville Branch formally provided an alternative freight
route to State Highway 14 and to some extent State Highway 12 by linking Dargaville to the NAL and therefore Whangarei and Auckland. However services on the
Dargaville Branch were suspended in October 2014 due to poor track conditions and low freight volumes. This means that the forestry traffic the line was carrying is now
adding to road freight volumes on State Highway 14. The NAL continues to be used for freight services between Kauri and Auckland however services to the Far North
ceased in September 2016 (source: KiwiRail).
The NAL is 281kms in length (152kms of which are in Northland), originating in West Auckland and terminating west of Kawakawa at Otira.
The track runs through hilly terrain for a large part of its length and has numerous curves. There are 13 tunnels and 106 bridges along its length.
According to KiwiRail, 199,195 tonnes of customer freight was carried on the NAL in the financial year ended 30 June 2016. The majority of tonnage transported on the
NAL is comprised of forestry and dairy commodities including: logs, wood chips and butter exports.
These flows are very small when compared with the road freight volumes of close to 18 million tonnes. A reduction in rail freight has occurred over the last decade with
the closure of Port Whangarei and the opening of Northport, which has no rail link (there was around 1 million tonnes of rail freight in 2000).
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Although rail freight flows are currently very small, there is the potential for more logs, wood chip and dairy freight to be moved by rail in future, particularly given the
expected growth in those industries, particularly forestry. However, rail’s contribution to the total freight effort is likely to remain proportionately low without a link to
Northport (the destination of most of Northland’s logs).
Movement of freight on the rail line is also constrained by the low standard of the line.

It is understood this is due to deferred maintenance and a lack of

improvements/realignments since the line was first constructed. In particular, five of the tunnels between Auckland and Whangarei are too restrictive to allow hi-cube
shipping containers (larger than normal shipping containers) from being carried. Lowering the NAL’s tunnels would require an investment of around $40-$60million (this
figure is based on similar work undertaken on other lines). Alternatively, low floor wagons could be used to transport hi-cubed containers in the interim (until the floors of
these tunnels can be lowered), though the increased weight and capacity of these containers would also require several bridges to be upgraded. Feedback from KiwiRail
suggests that providing for low floor wagons and strengthening bridges to cope with increased weight would cost significantly less than upgrading the tunnel profiles to
allow for hi-cube shipping containers. This would facilitate increased freight but the decision to do so will depend on freight demand and the estimated costs and
benefits.
There are speed restrictions in several places (40-50km/h and down to 10-15km/h at certain tunnels and bridges). This makes travel times much longer than using road
transport, however this is not a concern for some kinds of non-time-dependent bulk freight such as logs.
A branch line to link Marsden Point with the rail network has been proposed and considered several times in the past. In 2009, a preferred Oakleigh (south of
Whangarei) to Marsden Point route over 19kms was designated for rail, through a joint venture arrangement between NRC and KiwiRail. This designation protects the
rail line route from development that would compromise the route in future. According to the Tai Tokerau Northland Regional Growth Study this is currently regarded as
a very long term (20 years) option and its viability is subject to greatly increased freight demands and the potential role of Northport in container freight.
It is possible that, over the long term (20 years), Northport will expand its capability as a container port to support what is likely to be more limited freight capacity in the
Ports of Auckland. Maintaining the line (even where mothballed) and the Marsden Point rail link route designation will keep this option open (source: Tai Tokerau
Northland Regional Growth Study).
In conclusion, the contribution of rail in reducing heavy vehicle movements on Northland’s roads, and therefore lowering road maintenance cost and improving travel
times and road safety, needs to be considered when assessing land transport in the region. Northland’s railways are in a dilapidated state following decades of
under-investment and deferred maintenance. Services to Dargaville and the Far North have already been cut and Northland risks losing further rail services if land
transport funding priorities do not shift to include rail as well as road.
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6.4.3 Wastewater
Council operates wastewater schemes in the Dargaville, Te Kopuru, Glinks Gully, Maungaturoto, Kaiwaka and Mangawhai communities. The assets that form Kaipara’s
wastewater systems include treatment plants (6), pump stations (32), rising mains (31kms) gravity lines (107kms), manholes (approximately 1,565) and
connections (4,323). The condition of Kaipara’s wastewater assets is not well-documented. There is a programme of data cleansing and condition assessments
planned over the next three years. This has already begun for critical assets including those above-ground. The least knowledge is in respect to underground assets.
Known issues are:


There are sections of the older schemes that have old asbestos cement pipes in poor condition;



Dargaville has over 10,000m of pipes aged over 60 years; and



Maungaturoto, Te Kopuru and Kaiwaka have most of their pipes aged over 30 years.

While Dargaville has the biggest backlog, renewals will also be due in other schemes in 10 plus years. For some communities where population is in decline, funding
these renewal programmes may be very difficult.
Stormwater infiltration (rainwater getting into the wastewater pipes) is another issue and places capacity challenges on network pipes and treatment plants. Dargaville
has the greatest level of infiltration and also has the greatest risk of flooding which would further increase infiltration risks.
There is also the risk of unplanned sewage discharges from pumpstations occurring during power failures. This creates environmental risk as overflows of raw sewerage
can go into waterways.
Trade waste going into the Dargaville sewerage treatment plant also creates greater work for the retention ponds. This means that they require more de-sludging at a
cost to all properties connected to the system.
Looking at the individual schemes, Dargaville is serviced by a wastewater treatment plant, 40kms of wastewater pipelines, 15 pump stations and 6kms of rising main
pipes that pump wastewater from pumpstations to the treatment plant.
Dargaville’s wastewater system and pipelines are aged and there is a significant amount of deferred renewal work to be addressed.
Te Kopuru’s wastewater treatment system and pipelines are also old and there is a backlog of renewal work to be done.

Te Kopuru’s small population makes

affordability a challenge. A full upgrade and replacement may hence be uneconomic and unaffordable under the current funding model.
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Glinks Gully’s wastewater scheme is designed to service a peak population of 72 and the system connects to 18 septic tanks serving 24 houses located on private
properties. The wastewater treatment system and pipelines are aging and replacement work will be needed. The small population and small number of properties may
make a full upgrade and replacement uneconomic e.g. a $420,000, 30 year capital expenditure programme for 24 properties.
Maungaturoto township is serviced by a treatment plant constructed in 1992, comprising 11kms of wastewater pipelines, 3 pumpstations and 1.2kms of rising main pipes
that pump wastewater from pumping stations to the treatment plant. The system is also aging and there are deferred renewal works to be addressed. Maungaturoto
Station Village is serviced separately by a small scheme comprised of a series of septic tanks which discharge to a wetland that drains to a stream.
Kaiwaka’s wastewater system consists of 4kms of gravity pipeline, 71 manholes, 1 pumpstation and a single treatment plant. Kaiwaka’s wastewater system is aging and
will need replacing.
The Mangawhai Community Wastewater Scheme (MCWWS) is a ‘state of the art’ collection, treatment and reuse system.
6.4.4 Drinking water supply
Council operates community water supply schemes in the Dargaville (including Baylys), Glinks Gully, Ruawai, Maungaturoto and Mangawhai communities.
The assets associated with the five water supply schemes in Kaipara include:


15 water source points;



4 water treatment plants;



7 pumpstations;



17 storage facilities;



175km of reticulated piping;



3,583 connections; and



3,828 points (fire hydrants, valves, meters).

The condition of these assets is largely unknown. While most of the critical assets have been condition-assessed over the last two years, the pipe network remains to be
done. Furthermore, some 20,000m of pipes in Dargaville are over 50 years old, 19,000m of pipes in Maungaturoto are over 40 years old and all other schemes have
pipes as old as 40 years however not at the quantity of the others. The exception is Mangawhai where the pipe network is newer. There is a backlog of renewal work to
be done, mainly pipes, especially in Dargaville and Maungaturoto.
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Compliance with the drinking-water standards represents a significant cost. There is the risk that drinking water standards will be raised in future. Any raising of drinking
water standards may be unaffordable for Kaipara. Current standards are already challenging. Two of the schemes (Maungaturoto and Mangawhai) do not currently
meet the drinking-water standards however works are underway to correct this (the treatment plant at Mangawhai is being upgraded and the Maungaturoto plant is
having a continuous ultraviolet monitoring system installed).
The tendency of Dargaville and Baylys’ main water source at Waiparataniwha Stream (near Kaihu) to dry up in droughts makes it hard to provide security of supply to
these communities and industries located in these communities (including Silverfern Farms’ Dargaville meatworks which is a major local employer).
There is a storage dam (located off Opanake Road) built for the Dargaville water supply, however this is not connected directly to the water supply network. The water is
instead released into a stream which connects to the Kaihu River, from which Dargaville draws its water. The cost of connecting this dam directly to the Dargaville
system is around $2.8 million. There are no plans to build this connection in the short or medium term. This means that security of supply for Dargaville will require a
different solution including demand management and conservation.
The Northland District Health Board has submitted to Council that they would like to see Council increase the public water supply to more properties. Council has no
plans to do this and in fact is not increasing connections at the periphery of towns because of supply and demand issues.
Looking closer at the individual schemes; the Glinks Gully scheme supplies water to 85 properties. The scheme is old and in need of asset renewal work. While the
scheme will continue to comply with its ‘Take Consent’, maintaining this aging system for a small number of users may mean high costs.
The Dargaville water supply is used by both Dargaville and Baylys communities. It services about 4,683 people and there are 2,782 connections to the system (most use
water treated by the system but there are some connections to the raw water lines as well). There is a significant amount of deferred renewal work to be addressed in
this scheme. Furthermore, the tendency of the main water source at Waiparataniwha Stream to dry up in droughts makes it hard to provide security of supply.
The Ruawai Water Supply system has 251 connections and services approximately 500 people. Much of Ruawai’s water supply infrastructure is aged and renewals
have commenced. Ruawai’s relatively small population may make affordability challenging.
The Maungaturoto water supply services approximately 895 people. There are in total 447 connections; 410 from the Township and 37 from the Railway Village. One of
these connections is Fonterra’s Maungaturoto Dairy Factory which uses the majority of the water from this scheme. Key issues are the age of the infrastructure, a
backlog of deferred renewals and affordability.
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Mangawhai has a small water scheme with only 18 connections. The scheme primarily provides potable water to Mangawhai Camp Ground, Wood Street shops and
community housing. Maintaining water services for a small number of users means high costs with relatively little benefit for the wider community.
Mangawhai’s water supply does not comply with the Drinking-water Standards for New Zealand 2005 (Revised 2008). An upgrade of the water treatment plant to meet
these new high standards will be completed by the end of 2016.
6.4.5 Renewable energy
The Kaipara district is fortunate to have the opportunity to develop renewable energy resources. These include opportunities for large windfarms (potentially supplying
up to 300 megawatts) at Glinks Gully (Red Hill), Rototuna (Pouto Peninsular) and Pouto. The district also has the opportunity to develop tidal power.
Meridian Energy has spent five years investigating the potential for a windfarm on the Pouto Peninsular. The planning for this project is well-advanced, a portion of the
windfarm site has been purchased and the project has support from Te Uri o Hau. However, Meridian Energy has since stated that while the windfarm is a desirable
project in its portfolio, the timing is not right to progress for consent as the demand for electricity on the national market is currently insufficient to warrant new generation
construction. This trend looks set to continue for the foreseeable future. This project may become a reality as Auckland’s growth fuels demand for energy and as
changing social and political views increasingly favour renewable sources for electricity generation.
7

Legal

7.1

Auckland Unitary Plan

On 15 August 2016 the Auckland Council adopted its Unitary Plan. After four years in the making, Auckland now has a new single set of planning rules to manage the
city’s future growth. The plan provides for more housing and infrastructure that will be balanced with the protection of Auckland’s heritage and natural environments.
Key decisions made by Council means the new Auckland Unitary Plan will provide for:


More than 400,000 new residential homes to meet the demands of Auckland’s growth over the next 30 years.



Expansion of the Rural Urban Boundary to open up more new land for development as the city grows, with flexibility to move the boundary through private plan
changes.



A more compact city with opportunities to build more homes of two to three stories in the existing urban area and up to six stories close to town centres and transport
hubs.
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A focus on high quality urban design, including the requirement for a resource consent for more than three dwellings on a site that complies with urban design rules
and a minimum size for apartments.



Protection of historic heritage with approximately 120 additional historic places scheduled, as well as the retention of protection of 74 volcanic viewshafts.



Managing rural areas so that rural activities are the primary focus.

The Auckland Plan is more permissive of Auckland building up instead of out with the potential for higher buildings. In this way it allows for a more intensified, more
“city”-like design.
Despite this provision for more housing within Auckland, Auckland’s growth is expected to continue to spill over into surrounding districts; including parts of Kaipara.
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